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10.  Recommendations Introduction 
As  a  result of the agreement  on agricultural products concluded 
during  the  Uruguay  Round  of  multilateral  trade  negatiations 
changes are to be intrOduced in the import and export regime for 
rice,  as for other agricultural products. 
The  present  levy system has  been  converted into fixed tariffs 
which will subsequently be  reduced by 36t between 1995  and  th~ 
year 2000.  The  duty paid import price in the case of husked and. 
milled  rice  will  also  be  linked  to  a  maxirm.un  ceiling.  In 
addition,  subsidized exports will have  to be  limited to agreed 
max~  quantities and budget outlays. 
In order to avoid disturbances at the European market, production 
should become  more  competitive through a  reform of the sector. 
··This  reform is required to introduce a  similar mechanism  in the 
rice sector as  adopted  in the  1992  cereals reform in order to 
avoid distorsion of competition. 
'!he  agricultural  Council,  when  deciding  on  the  Gatt 
'implementation  rules  in  December  1994,  adopted  the  following 
declaration : 
I  {~), 
{b) 
(c) 
The  Council wishes to apply inport agreements for rice 
which  are  c~arable  to  those  for  cereals,  using 
appropriate  price  quotations  for  the  various 
qualities,  and  invites the Commission  to examine  the 
means  by which this can be done. 
The  Council insists .that the p~ice of packaging shoUld 
not  be  included  in  the  price  of  rice at  the  ircpo1:t 
state. 
The  Comnission  states  that  it will  present·  to  the 
Council by 30  April 1995 a  proposal for the refonn.of 
the  rice sector in confo~ty with the principles of 
the  CAP  reform.  In  this  connection,  the  carmission 
undertakes to have  r~ard to the following points  : 
- the need to prov1de Community production with an 
adequate level of protection which takes account 
of the cost of processing paddy rice into husked 
rice; 
th~ advisability  o~ introducing an  intervention 
pr1.ce  for husked  r1.ce.  ~  .  · 
This  report  furnishes  basic  infonnation  on  the  European  rice 
sector. The  report is accanpagnied by P.roposals to better adapt 
the sector to the new  reality through 1.ts  reform. 5 
1. The Product Rice 
The  subspecies 
Rice  cultivation  goes  back  sevex-al  millennia  B.C.  It  is  generally  agreed 
that  it  was  first  domesticated  in  India  or  Indochina.  Several  11\ltnlpecies 
have  been  developed  over  time,  the  most  common  of  which  are  Japonica  and 
Indica. 
The  outer  appearance  differs  between  Japonica  rice  and  indica  rice 
Indica  grains  are  at  least  6  mm  long  and  its  length/width  ratio is et,rual  or 
greater than 3,  while the  Japonica  length/width ratio is  smaller than 3. 
··  .Appart  from  taste  and  appearance  the  two  subspecies  have  also  different 
1 'cooking  characteristics  and  are  therefore  used  for  different  (traditional) 
dishes.  For these reasons the two  subspecies cannot easily be substituted at 
consumer  level.  Roughly  speaking  consumers ·in  the Southern  EU  Member  States 
• ,use  almost  ,exclusively  Japonica,  while  consumers  in  the  Northex-n  Member 
'·States·· mainly use  Indica. 
Witbin the two main  subspecies,  ·Indica and Japonica,  several varieties exist 
wtfich differ in appearance,  taste and  aroma. 
The different processing stages of rice  .. 
Rice  grail)&,  when  harv~sted,  ar~ often  called  "paddy"  or  rough  rice  since 
they still contain the r'ice hulls ("balle" in french)  or outer woody  covering 
the rice kernel. 
The· first processing  stage  is to  remove  the hulls. (milling yields± 0.8)  to 
arrive  at  the  husked  stage  (french  "d6cortiqu6")  also  called  "brown"  or 
"c.a.rgo"  rice.  Husked  ric~ which  may  be  eaten directly has  a  slightly  chewy 
texture and  a  nutty flavor  (rich in vitamine B). 
The  next processing  stage is to  ~emove the bran layers  and  the  germ  (milling 
yield ±  0.69)  to arrive at ~lled white rice.  An  intermediate stage could be 
semi-white  rice  where  the  germ  and  the  inner  bran  layers  are  not  removed. 
Whenever,  for  the purposes of this report,  reference  is made  to milled rice, 
the fully milled,  white rice type is meant. 
An  important  quality  characteristic  of  rice  is  the  percentage  of  bx-oken 
kernels contained in the final product: the.higher this percentage the lower 
~~~- .  ' 
In  order  also  to  conserve  the  nutritional  value  as  well  as  to  avoid  the 
production of.a high proportion of broken kernels during milling,  the rice is 
parboiled  (in  french  "6tuv6"),  resulting . in  higher  milling  yields.  The 
process  consists  of  soaking  the  paddy  in  warm  water,  steaming  it . under 
pressure and drying it before mill,i.ng.  However,  before parboiiing a  selection 
of  the  rice  has  to  be  done,  in order  to  avoid  'pecks'.  A  ~elatively recent 
development is to parboil the rice at the husked  stage. 6 
Parboiled  rice has  different taste and  cooking  charaiteristics <cooking  takts 
longer>.  · 
Parboiled  rice  is  not  to.be  confused  with  precooked  r1~e.  which  is  rice, 
cooked  and  dehydrated  after milling  in  order  to  reduce  the  time  required.  for 
cooking  <for  example  'instant'  rice>.  · 
2.  EU  rice  product1on  and  consumption 
2.1.  Production 
The  European  Union's  rice production  takes  ~lace in  Italy  <Po  valle~>. Spain 
(Andalousia,  Catalonia,  Extremadura~  Valencia),  Portugal  (Beira  Estoril> 1  France  <Camargue>  and  Greece  (Macedonia.  Pelaponesus>  and  consists ma1n11  or 
Japoni ca  <831).  .  .  ·  · 
Table  1  :  Production  of  Japonicacu 
Surfdce  (000  hd)  .IVIPid·p.uht.v  (t/h,·)  !Prod.·pdddy"(000tJIProd.·•tllcd(000tl 
I  92/93  I  93/94  I  94/9~ I  ~~~fql  I~JI~4I94195192t93!93194I941~5192/93I9J/94I94/9~1 
1----+----+--+----+-- --·-+.  I  I .  I  I  I  I  t  I 
lEU  I  289,931  293.891  306,081  !>,IJ9.  I  !•,811  !!,8lll.67911.65Zit.72811.02SIL04BII·OSII 
!ITALY  1191.731203,241  202,33;  ~·.'}0  I  ~·.711  5,7411.08611.12111.1211  6711  7301  6981 
!SPAIN  I  51,301  44,481  52.121  6,:1!,  I  6,491  6.1JI. 3201  2801  ltD~  1911  169.1  1781 
IPORTUGALI  17.591  13,061  21.701  6.00  I  !1,591  6,17j  1041  701  1311.  611  411  761 
!FRANCE  I  19,701  21.271  18,371  5,47  I ~.071  5,001  10~1  1061  901  631.631  531 
!GREECE  I  9,611  11.851  11.561  1.04  I  6,6116.861  6SI  751  771  391  451.  461 
Source  :Vl/C/1  <Based  on  Member  States  tommuni.cations> 
lEU 
I ITALY 
I  SPAIN 
Table  2  :  Production  of  lnd1cl  2(1) 
1  Surfdce  (000  ha)  IVI('Id·padd.v. (t/ha)  1Prod,•pJddy(000t)IProd.·•111ed(.OOOtl 
1  92193  I  93/94  I  94/95  I  9U~n l9:tt94I94/9519219.JI9J/94I94/9SI92193I93/9CI94/9~1 
I  69,821 
I  24,681 
I  34,401 
42,141 
28,511 
3,541 
63.211  . 
33,621 
11.00 I 
6,631  6,401  6;37)  451  I  254·  I  38S  I  261  I  155  J ~3Z I 
6,331  6,00!  5.951  150  1 165  I  193  I  93  t 104  I 122  I 
6.601  6',00.1  6,001  223.  I  14  1  59  l  129  I  e I  32  ·I 
I  PORTUGAL!  3,531  0,361  1.20 I  6,70\  6,801  6,701  24  1  2  I  8  I  13  I  1  I  4  I 
I  FRANCE  I  2.301 
!GREECE  I  4,911 
2,731  6.131 
6.701  11.271 
6,301  -6 .• 201  s.WI  14  I  16  I  32  I  a I  9 ,I  18  I 
8,!1?1  A.l2l &.HI  40  I  56  I  93  I  24  I  33  I· S6  l 
Source  VI/C/1  <Based  on  Member  States communications> 
.  . 
01Unless  otherwise  indicated.  all  rice .quantities are  expr.Utd fn  mtlltd equtvlltnt. 
Conversion  factor  <paddy/milled)  varies  between  0.54  a~d 0.&5  f~ function  of  the  rfce 
quality:  •production•  is total  p~oduction  .. mtnus  seeds.  . .•. 
7 
Italy  is  the  largest  producer  of  rice  in  the  Union  with  67'  of  the  EU 
production of Japonica and  46' of  Indica in the period between  1991  and  1994. 
~otal  production  of  rice  is  relatively  stable  over  t}le  years  :  Japonica 
production between 1991  and  1994·is on average around  1  060  000  tonnes with a 
highest  point  in  90/91  (1  100  ooo  tonnes)  and  a  lowest  in  93/94  (r-~so 000 
tonnes). 
Indica  production  has  increased  steadily between  1988  and  1994  due  to  an  EU 
special support program  (see par.  6.3)  from  78.000 tonnes  in 88/89 to 232.000 
tonnes  in 94i9s  (average  167.000 tonnes). 
As  can  be  seen  in  table  2,  Indica  production  in  Spain  has  been  seriously 
hampered by drought  problems  since 1993/94  • 
Consumption 
~  , Between  1988  and  1994,  average  par  capita  consumption  of  rice  in  the  EU 
·'increased  by  about  2'  a  year  from  around  3.9  kg  to  4.4  kg.  However, 
Japon·ica  consumption  during  this  period  decreased  from  2. 7  to  about  2.  S  kg 
while Indica consumption increased from  1.2 to 1.8 kg per head. 
~ 
Table 3  :  Japonica  and  Indica consumption in the EU  (1994) 
Japonica 
Per  (2) 
000  t  capita  trend  000  t 
(kg)  kg/year 
EU  880  2,5  -0,03  636 
ITALY  310  5,4  NS  5 
SPAIN  215  ,5,5  -0,11  10 
PORTUGAL  90  9,0  -0,8  55 
FRANCE  103,  1,8  NS  170 
GREECE  38  3,8  NS  14 
UNITED  41  0~7  NS  209 
KINGDOM 
GERMANY  62  0,8  NS  118 
NETHERL.  6  0,4  NS  29 
UEBL  3  0,3  -0,02  15 
DANMARK  11  2,2  0,26  "J 
IRELAND·  1  0,3  0,05  4 
(2)  Trend is calculated between 88  and  95 
NS  :  non-significant trend 
Indica.  (2)  Total 
Per  trend  Per 
capita  kg/  000  t  capita 
(kg)  year  (kg) 
1,8  0,11  1.514  4,4 
0,1  NS  315  5,5 
0,3  - NS  225  5,8 
s,s  0,82  145  14,5 
2,9  0,15  . 272  4,7 
1,4  0,04  52  5,2 
3,6  0,31  2•50  4,3 
. 
1,5  -0,01  180  2,2 
1,9  NS  35  2,3 
1,5  0,06  18  1,8 
1,,4  -o1o9  17  3,0 I 
1,2  -0,04  5  1,·4 
(2) 
trend 
kg/ 
year 
0,08 
NS 
-0,07 
0,02 
0,16 
0,02 
0,26 
NS 
NS 
0,04 
0,26 
. NS 
Source:  VI/C/1  (based  on  Member  States  communications)  and  Eurostat 
(population figures)  · 
.as  l.J:idicated  in  tabl,e · 3 · most  "'aporiica  is  consumed . in  the  southern  Member 
States,  while  Indica in the northern Member states. 8 
International experience  auggeata that the rice market  ia conaervative.  The 
average  conaumer  remain•  with the variety he.or abe ia uaed to.  The  cooking 
caracteriatica  of  a  apecific  aubapeciea  are  fu~ntal in  thi•  reapect. 
AcQOrdiDgly,  etforta to.replaoe one  aubapeciea by  another  at conaumer .level 
will be difficult, if nOt  impoaaible.  --
Within Jap0nica  and  Indica difierent varietf:••  b&ve  been .developed  to cater 
for  varioua 'market  outleta  Arborio  and  C&rnaroli  are  hiqh  quality  JapoDica 
Y~ietiea appreciated in the _BU  while a  quality mainly uaed for export  ~. the 
Lido variety. 
Except  for  acme  aromatic  varitiea  (Bauaati,  from  India· and · PakiJ.Itan  ~d 
Ja..tne from Thailand)  catering for apecific market outleta,  Indica var~tlea 
.... (Tbaibonnet)  conaumed  at  the  European  Market  ue  aiaailar  but  diff•r·  in  .  .  .  .  .  . 
napect of degree of proceaaing  a  parboiled or not,  precooked or nqt, ·etc. 
.  .  ' 
: ..  • th•  &tJ  ia lliore  than  aelf  aufficient in Japonica witb··an  average  of  12~~ 
~tween 1988"and ·1994' 
•i;~  BU  increaaed ita aelf aufficiency in Indica between 1988 .and  1994  from 
~-:~t  · 19\  reaching  a  maximum . ot ·  50~  in 91/92,  but  fell  back  to  37\  i~ 
.J  94/-95  (average 31\)  •· 
.  .  .. 
The reaQlt ia that the Bti  ia a  net exporter of Japonioa and a  net importer of 
Indica.  Glo~lly, the coaiDUnity ia a  net iaporter  of rice. 9 
Table 4  1  Balance sheet BU  (3)  (ooo t, milled rice equivalent) 
I 
Japon:ica  Indica  Total 
88/89  91/92  94/95  88/89  91/92  94/95  88/89  91/92  94/95 
Produc-
tion  1.126  1.102  1.051  78  266  232  1.204  1.368  1.284 
Opening 
stocks  184  291  102  38  61  46  222  353  148 
EXTRA-EEC 
-Imports  21  73  12  305  255  430  326  329  442 
-Exports  267  371  177  0  4  9,7  267  375  187 
Internal 
use  929  963  879  420  535  636  1.349  1.497  1.515 
'  self-
suffi-
ciency  121  114  120  19  so  37  89  91  85 
(3)  Including broken rice kernels. 
Source  1  VI/C/1  (Baaed  on Member  States communications) 
3.  Structure,  production costa,  rice prices at production level  and  income 
per hectare 
3 • 1.  Structure 
The  total of  the  EO  rice area,  on  average  under  production  between  1990  and 
1994,covers  about  360.000  hectares  of  which  about  220.000  hectares  or  about 
60\  are in Italy. 
ITALY 
SPAIN 
GREECE 
FRANCE 
PORTUGAL 
EO 
Table 5  1  Buropean rice area according to llaaaber State 
(hectares,  average  1990-1994) 
JAPONICA  INDICA  'l'OTAL· 
196.798  24.380  221.178 
52'. 227  23.827  76.054 
11.473  5.922  17.3.95 
19.687  2.343  22.030 
22.997  1.621  24.618 
303.182  58.093  361.275 
Source  a  VI/C/1 .(Baaed on Member  States communications) 10 
However,  if  one  takes  the  maximum  area  ever  under  production  in  any  one 
Member  State  during  this  period  the  EU  fica  area  amounts  to  abou~  411.000 
hectares. 
The  number  of  rice  farms  is  around  31.500  which  means  that the  average  area 
per  farm  under  production is around  11.75  hectares.  In contrast  the  average 
farm  area of the most  important exporter to the EU,  that is the US,is  around 
81  hectares per  farm(4). 
Important differences exist between  Member  States  : 
In  Italy and  in France  33.8  \  and  47.8  \  respectively  of  farmers  possess 
more  than 30  hectares of rice land. 
In  Spain,  Portugal  and  Greece  only  6.9  \,  9.9  \  and  1  \  of  farmers  have 
respectively  more  than·  30  hectares.  In  these  Member  States,  rice 
cultivation is small  scale with  around  77  \  to 85  \  of the  farmers  having 
less than  10 hectares. 
Rice  farmers  tend  to  be  very  specialised,  since  about  65  \  of  rice  growers 
have more  than  SO  \  of their land in rice cultivation.  These  growers  account 
for  more  than  78  \  of  the  total  rice  area.  This  means  that  a  significant 
number  of  small  rice  growers  depend  almost  exclusively  on  rice  for  their 
agri~ltural income8. 
3.2.  Prices at production level 
Representative price quotations are only available in Italy,  at the Bourse of 
Vercelli.  In other producing  Member  States,  such  as  Spain and  Greece,  price 
quotations are based on  information assembled  ·by the intervention agencies. 
Table 6  a  Price  quotation  in  Italy  and  Spain  between  1986  and  1994 
(Bcus/t) ( S) 
1992  1993  1994 
ITALY 
- Indica paddy  (Thaibonnet)  370  395  447 
\  buying in price  106  108  123 
-·Japonica paddy  (Ribe)  347  390  360 
\  buying  in price  100  106  103 
SPAIH 
- Indica paddy  347  n.a.  n.a. 
\  buying  in price  100  - -
- Japonica paddy  (Bahia)  347  381  419 
\  buying in price  100  104  121 
(4)  1987  census,  US  Department of  Commerce 
(S)  Unless . otherwise  indicated,  all  prices  and  amounts  are  in  Commercial 
Ecus 11 
Information from Kember  State• other than Italy and Spain is leas regular. 
Price• in 
downward• 
In  Italy 
Carnaroli 
I 
Italy and Spain have  converged over the period 1986  to  1994  :  Italy 
and Spain upward•.  The  above price• are  for the  common  varieties. 
special varieties  of  Japonica  •uch  as  Arborio,  Vialona  nano  and 
fetch much  higher price•. 
It is  important  to  note  that  price•  both  in  Italy  and  Spain  do  not  deviate 
much  from  t~e intervention  buying-in  price  which  sugga•ts  that  intervention 
puts a  floor in the market. 
3.  3.  Production co.t• and  income per beatare 
Ba•ed  on  a  I'ADN(6)  •urvay  over  the  ytiar•  1991,  1992  and  1993,  figures  of 
production co•t• and  income  relata in large part to specialised rica  farms. 
(6)  FADM  i• rarm  Accountacy Network l2 
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From the figure• it appear• that  : 
cultivation  coat•  for  rice  are  aignificantly  higher,  especially  in 
relation to cereal•  (TF  111). 
- the net  value  added  per workin9  unit  ia  high  compared  to  cereal&  a  With -
exception of Greece,  the reaulta  valid for  Italy demonatrate  a  net  added 
value  ~r AWU  equivalent  to  three  time•  that  for  farm•  apecial'teed  in 
cereala,  other than rice while for Spain and Portugal thia ia of the order 
of 40,.  Relevant figure•  for Prance are failing, 
4. Structure Ud produc:tJ.on coats of the BU  mi.lling industry 
4.1..  capaaity and  ai&e 
BU  rice  milling  capacity  ia  more  than  double  the  EU  rice  conaumption  of· 
milled rice  a  3.2 mio  tonne• capacity againet  ±  1.5 mio tonne• consumption. 
However,  an  important  part  of  the  milling  capacity  in  the  producing  Member 
~ ,state•  (2  .. 3  mio  tonne•)  conaiata  of  amaller  mille  not  functioning  on  a 
'· peaaanent baaia  • 
.  . ·" 
•  .I  ~· 
,. 
1.'  . . 
•···  :=. 
-~i:.: 
l'DLY 
SPAD 
I"JWfCB· 
PORTUGAL 
GRBBcB 
·GBRMMY 
IIBTBiltLMDS 
BBLGitJH 
UlflTED 
Jt,IlfGDOK 
.EO 
I 
Table 8  :  Structure of EU  milling industria• 
Humber  of mill• per capacity (t/year)  T~al 
capacity 
>~OO.OOOT/year  >  10.000  <  10.000 
<  100.000_ 
0  ..  37  23  1.503.0QO 
1  5  - 378.120  - 7  ...  204.000 
- 9  3  131.000 
- 1  14  86.000 
2  2  - 309.000 
1  5  - 260.000 
2  1'  - 235.000 
- 5  - 160.000 
6  73  37  3.266.120 
4.2. KUU.ag co.u, i.Jac!onte  fa. by-product.,  paclr£9in9 ~  tra.uport ao.t. 
AccOrding. to  the  COIIIi.aaion  ~ation  R~ · 467/67  (CBB)  . milling  coat•  and 
in~ of  ·bypa:oducta  to . be  taken  into  coneid~ratio~  to  eatabliah  the 
threahold price should be aa follewa  a  · 
- Hilling coeta.a 
•  56~  9  Bcu/t from paddy  .. to buaJced 
•  s&.9.Bcu/t ·from  hua~  to milled 14 
Income  from  byproducts  : 
- 0 Ecu/t  from  paddy  to  husked 
- 62.8  Ecu/t  from  husked  to milled 
In  practice  milling  costs  and  income  from  byproducts  differ  according  to  the 
quality of the  raw  material  entering the mill  (for example  parboiled or not)  and 
the  quality  of  the  final  product  to  be  obtained  (percentage  brokens). 
According  to  information provided  by  the industry,  milling costs  range  between 
80  and  125  Ecu/t.  Milling  costs from  paddy  straight into milled  or  from  husked 
into milled  appear  not  to  be  very  different. 
The  most  important  byproducts  during  milling  are  the  hulls,  the  green  grains. 
the broken  kernels  and  the  bran  layers.  The  most  valuable  byproducts  are  the 
broken  kernels  (±  225  Ecu/t).  Total  income  from  byproducts  per  tonne  milled 
w~th a yield of  about  56%  can  be  estimated  at  about  : 
·,. 
hulls . 
green  grains  and  pecks 
broken  kernels 
- bran  1  ayers 
Total 
Income 
5  Ecu 
20  Ecu 
7  Ecu 
32  Ecu/t 
Byproducts  inco~e  in  the  case  of  milling  from  paddy  to  fully  milled  or  from 
husked  into  milled  are  similar  since  rice  byproducts  from  paddy  to  husked 
(hulls)  have  no  value. 
The  figure of 32  Ecu/t  is considerably  lower  than  the  62.8  ECU  assumed  for  the 
purpose  of  establishing  the  threshold  price.  Income  tends  to  reduce  in  line 
with  the  general  reduction  in  animal  feed  prices  in  the  EU. 15 
Packaging  costs vary  between  80  Ecu/t  and  500  Ecu/t  depending  whether  rice  is 
packed  in  simple  5  kg  plastic bags,  1  kg  bags,  vacuum  or  not.  or  is  packed  in 
180  grams  "boil-in-the-bag"  packets. 
Transport  costs  from  the  production  regions  to  the  consumption  regions  per 
tonne  of  milled  rice is estimated  each  year  by  the  Commission  services  in  the 
context of fixing  the  threshold  price.  In  94/95  these  costs were  estimated  at 
50.8 Ecu/t CVercelli-Duisburg).  According  to the industry the transport in  bulk 
from  Italy  to  Germany  is  around  58  Ecu/t:  when  in  small  packages  it would  be 
around  105  Ecu/t.  Transport  from  Spain  in  bulk  by  sea  to  Rotterdam  is  around 
25  Ecu/t  while  prices  by  road  are  similar  to  Italian  prices  (60  Ecu/t  for 
bulk).  Some  internal  transport  costs  from  especially  Italy  to  the  northern 
Europe  appear  in  fact to  be  more  expensive  than  from  the  US  or  Thailand  to  the 
EU. 
4.3.  Prices  of milled  rice  in  the  northern  consumption  regions 
Imports  of  rice  into  the  Community  take  place  largely  in  the  northern  Member 
States,  for  the  major  part  in  the  form  of  parboiled  husked  indica  rice  for 
processing  into milled  rice by  the  northern mills.  It is interesting to assess 
the  price  of  a  similar  european  product  coming  from  the  southern  producing 
Member  States. 
In  table 9  indications  are  given  based  on  information  of  the  rice  industry  as 
well  as  on  assessments  made  by  DG  VI  services. 
I -
I -
I -
I -
I -
I -
I -
I -
I -
I 
1) 
Table  9  : 
Price comparison  between  imported  and  european  indica  parboiled  rice. 
sold  at the  northern  european  market  (march  1995) 
!Italian parboi-ISpanish  parboi-l  US  parboiled 
I  led  paddy  I  led  paddy  I  husked 
price  raw  materia 1  370-395  390-406  240-290  1) 
1  evy  489 
various  costs  14  14  10 
milling  costs  100  100  100 
byproducts  income  32  32  32 
yield  56%  56%  88% 
price milled  807-852  843-872  924-980 
transport  60  60  20 
price at Northern  Euro- 867-912  903-932  944-1000 
pean  market 
husked  price 
It appears  from  table 9 that the italian and  spanish parboiled  Indica presented 
at the. north  european  market  were  in  March  1995  in  the  same  price  range.  The 
price  of  th~ product  made  on  the  basis  of  imported  husked  rice  is  presently 
slightly higher  in  price. 16 
5.  Internal  market 
5.1.  Intra Community  trade 
Intra  Community  trade  between  1990  ··and  1994  was  around  700.000  tonnes  of 
equivalent milled  rice.  including  a major  part of  the  imported  rice  (±  400.000 
t).  Main  producing  Member  States  delivering  to  other  member  States  are  Italy 
(± 325.000  t)  and  Spain  (89.000  t).  The  major  traders  of  the  non  producing 
Member  States  are  Belgium  and  the  Netherlands  with  respectively  89.000  and 
70.000  tonnes  dispatched  to  other  Member  States. 
Major  importing  Member  States  are  Germany  with  about  170.000  tonnes  (96.000  t 
Indica).  UK  with  152.000 tonnes  (of which  110.000 t  Indica).  France  with  150.000 
to.rmes  (87 .000  t  Indica),  PortugaT .and  Belgium  with  about  65.000  tonnes  each 
<average  '90  to  '94). 
5.2.  Market  outlets 
) 
Mai~  m~rket outlets are  : 
retai  1'  sector with  about  60  S 
- food'~ervices with  30  S  <catering,  restaurants> 
ind~strial  use  10  S (precooked  meals,  beer,  etc). 
Packaging  and  presentation of  rice differs considerably between  Member  States. 
It is estimated  by  the  industry  that  on  average  30  % of  the  retail  market  in 
Northern  Europe  is taken  by  •boil-in-the-bag•  packages.  50%  by  1 tg bags  and 
20  % by  rice packed  in  bags  of  2  kg  or  more. 
6.  EU  support  system 
The  EU  support  system  for  rice  has  3 features  : 
Regime  at import/export 
Intervention 
- Special  aid  program  for  Indica  (applied  between  1988  and  1993) 
6.1.  Regime  at import/export 
The  import  regime  of the  EU  applied  until  30  June  1995  was  based  on  respecting 
a threshold  price for  husked  rice  and  a  threshold  price for  milled  rice.  The 
levy  constituted the  difference  between  the  threshold  price  and  the  CIF  price 
established  for  that  week.  and  applied  on  all  imports  independent  of  their 
quality.  · 
The  import  levy  for  paddy  was  derived  from  the  import  levy  of  husked  by  the 
appl.ication  of  the  milling  yield  coefficient.  In  practice.  it means  that  on 
average  for  1994  a  levy  was  paid  of around  : 287  Ecu/~ fo~ paddy 
- 359  Ecu/t for  husked 
603  Ecu/t  for  milled 
610  Ecu/t  for milled 
Indica 
Japonica 
17 
'·' 
Imports  between.l991  and  1993  consisted mainly of husked  rice  (average 233.620 
tonnes.  see  table  10)  of  which  about  40.000  tonnes  under  preferential 
conditions.  However  in  1993  and  1994  preferential  imports  from  Overseas 
Community Terr-itories (OCT>  tegions (Antilles) increased dramatically especially 
in  the  form  of semi-milled  rice  (see  also  table  10  under  "milled").  · 
The  ACP/OCT preferentiaJ agreements are presently being reviewed by  the Council. 
The  following  points  in particular are  being  addressed  : 
- extension  of  ACP-origin  to  ottier  deveiopin.g  countries  :  the  outcome  is 
uncertain  because of opposing  positions  held  by  .various  Member  States.  It 
should·be recalled that imports .of  rice from  ACP  countries  in the Union  are 
benefitting  from  a  50%  reduction  rate of the  levy  on  condition  that these 
countries  apply  a  si~ilar levy  on  their exports:  ·  · 
- OCT-regime  :  No  levy is applied if the rice is of OCT-origin.  In  practice. 
ACP-c6untr1es  deliver  their  rice  to  the  OCT  where  a  •sufficient 
transformation•  (according.to the rules of the corresponding regulation>  is 
requtred.to ensure the OCT~origin.  Discussions at the Council  are currently 
directed towards- a specific minimum  entry price (around current market price 
1  evel  in the EU)  to be  respected by  the OCT-countries  for exports to :the·  EU 
in order to be'nefit from  ttie. preferential  treatment.  ·-
The  rice sector has also ·an  ~mportant Inward  Process~.ng·Relief Scheme  (•I.P.R.·> 
concerning about 120.000 tonnes.  of which 50%  Indica in hu~ked for~.  The  I.~.R. 
is  executed  mainly  in  the  form  of  ·exim•.  i.e.  prior 'export  o.f  equivalent. 
before  import.  ..  .  ·  ·  ·  ·.  .  · 
Table  -~o ·:  Ma~n e~-port~rs .of  r.ice .to .the· Conmu!lity  average 1991-1993  .  .  . 
M.Jn exporterw of  rtee·tO·the Community (milled ~ulvalent  ~  TPA excluded) 
.  .  .  .  :  .  .  .  ~· ...  ,,  . . .  .  .  .  .  ~  .  . 
.·..  . 
. ·  •  .  .  . <hUsked  ·  ·  ·  .  milled ..  .  broken ·  .  total  . · 
.  ,.·  ·~att-1183 · ;·U-11lJ4C:'f  ·1a91.i'!.1893  ·1.140.11.8.4(")  . 181t.•1893 .1.1:40.11»tn  •891•'1~  ..  U40.U~  ·. 
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~  ;21Jiee  • ·I  ,..  ..7.1~  . 3  .  .  . 810 .  2  .  . 2.255  1  .  8  ·  ..  1  . te9 : '  1  . '2UN : .7  10.378  ·  ·.2  ·: 
. GUVNfA  u.a .. s  ·  ·31.00 ·13  · ·ea3  ·.  2  ·  1~  .1  .uJee .  10  a.1es  ·  ·11.  17.308  :·  s  -«»•  .. " 
· INDIA  ·21tilt  10  .3USG ·. '~ .  ~  11  . U38  .. 3  · 326 ·  1  381  . :t  2SR<C , .g  A7!15  4  . 
PAICISTAH:  •. 2,814 •. 1  .  : .'2A7'6  .1  ~  .3.331'.  8  1A39  1.  .  &2.  0  .  3.c  ·  .. : ."'0  ··,~  2  • .-~  -~1  . 
··~  ·  ·.e  o  2.098.  ·1  ..  8  o  2  :ci  -~  .4  8  ..  o  2.271  .'(  •. 2:1os·;  Q. 
AUSTRALIA  :..  .  1S  0  .  '  ~  .:CI  • ·1.107  · .2  ·  1  .a , . 7.AM ·  ~4 10~  ·  1!1  '··~ ·. 3  10.313 . .  2  . 
YIETICAN·,  o  .  .o  · ·  o  c  . 1  .  .o.  e~  ·  ..  .oe  _  .· ~  . • 1  .  30  . ,  (I  ·  3~2  ·  :O  ·  &Ail  :2 
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The  export  regtme  is based  on  a  system of  export  refunds  covering  the price 
gap  between  a  FOB  world  market  price  and  a  Community  FOB  price.  The  export 
refund  for  milled  Japonica  rice  in  92/93  was  around.  320  Bcu/t 
(differentiated by quality and  by  destination).  However  an  important  part 
of  exports  are  taking  place  in  bhe  form  of  food  aid  with  a  special  export 
refund which could be slightly  higher than the commercial one. 
Table 11  1  Exports of rice from the COmmunity  between 1990  and  1994  (tonnes) 
commercial  expoz::ts  Food aid  Total 
- Community  National 
1990/91  301.372  .  35.986  16.233  353.591 
1991/92  280.295  56.786  38.080  375.161 
1992/93  136.398  33.890  19.836  190.1.24 
1993/94  68.551  29.669  26.277  124.497  .. 
Sourc.  1  VI/C/1,  VI/C/2 
-.. 
6 :2·.  Intervention  .. 
An  intervention price  for  paddy  is fixed  for  each  marketing  year  byJCouncil 
Regulation.  Intervention  is  open  from  January  to  July  (included) •  The 
buying-in price is derived from the  int~rvention price  1  94 \for Indica-and· 
90' for Japonica.  Intervention prices attract 7  monthly-increments. 
In. practice  limited  use  is  made  of  intervention.  over  tbe ·last  10 years 
significant  quantities  were  only  taken  in  intervtpntion  in  the  years  89./90, 
'!0/91 and  91/~2 •. 
Table 12  :  Intervention intaktt of paddy  (tonne•) 
1989/90  ],.990/91  1991/92 
ITALY  110 000 
•.  . 183  000  10  400 
SPAIN  2QJ  28  000  ... 
FRANCE  6  482  ...  ... 
TOTAL  . 116  685  211  000  10  400 
.. 
Intervention·  when  it occurred  during· that  period  might  be  explained  by  a 
lower export  ~rformance.combined with a  relatively high production. 19 
Although  intervention is hardly  used  it plays a significant rOle  in  determining 
market  prices!  During  the  years  1992  and  1993i market  prices were  between  99 
%and  108%  of the effective buying-in  price for most  representative varieties 
<see  table 6).  '··· 
The  agrimonetary  development  in  1992  produced  an  immediate  price effect on  the 
Italian(+ 25  %)  and  Spanish  (+  22  %}  markets  due  mainly  to  the  increase of the 
intervention price expressed.in  national  currencies. 
6.3.  Special  aid  program  for  Indica 
Between  1987/88  and  1993/94  a special  aid programm  was  introduced  to  stimulate 
th~~production of  Indica  rice  since  the  EU  was  importing  a  major  part of  its 
needs  in  Indica.  while  being  more' than  selfsufficient  in  Japonica  <120%). 
However.  since Indica rice varieties requ,ire special climatic conditions and  are 
ge'nera 11 y  1  ess  adapted  to  temp·erate  zones.  they  cannot  in  a  11  cases  rep 1  ace 
Jap~nica. The  aid program was  based  on  the payment  of a flat rate degressive aid 
per." hectare  (330  green  Ecu  iri  1988  to  100  green  ECU  in  1992). 
'  ·'  .  ' 
In  93/..94-the  production of Indica was  maintained at a satisfactory  level  in the 
absen~e:,.of a special  aid but was  hampered  by  th.e  drought  in  the  Spanish  region, 
· best  a.:d'apted  to grow  Indica  (Andal uci a} .. 
;f  ' 
!able  13  Indh::a  aid  grcgram 
1988  II  1994  I 
Surface  I  Prod.uct ion II Surface  Production  I 
I  ITALY  304  967  ! I  33  621  I  122  000  I 
I  SPAIN  22  ·780  65  878  i I  11  000  I  32  000  I 
I  FRANCE·  50  0  ·11  6  126  I  18  000  I 
' 
I  GREECE  3 333  '  10  828  II  11  266  I  56  000  I 
I  PORTUGAL  .48  102  II  1  200  .I  4'000  I 
I  TOTAL  26  515  -·I  77  775  ·II  63  213  232  000 
. Source  VI~C.l.  based  on  Member  States Communications 
6. 4  ~  ·Budget 
~udget expenditure  in  the  ric·e  sector  is  relative'ly.small,  namely  around  100 
MECU/year  betwe~n 1987  and  1990.· decreasing  to  22  MECU  in  1994.  For  1995  the 
budget  is fixed  at 53  mecu. 20 
Table 14  z  llzptliditure rice ·..ator budgetary yearll 1991  ~o 1995 
199'0  1991  1992  1993  1994  1991*) 
'· 
Export  zoe~nd•  38.28  89.!55  101.41  75.44  23.57 . - 65 
- Cc--zooia1  . 29.14  77.82  91.'29  59.31  18.93 
- J'oocS  Aid  9.14  11.  73·  9;62  16.13  4.64 
lnt~ntion**)  36.12  21.54  -22.70  - 2.97  -0.02 
Aid.  ~o Indica  4.95  12.53  18.11  13.06  4.02 
other  14.19  0.02  0.09  0 .• 07  0.03 
Total·  94.24  .123.64  96.91  85.60  27.60 
•  . 
*)  ~iaioDal (BU 95) 
**)  R~at~ve fipru cOZ'I:'e8pond to aalea  from  intervention •tcScka 
) 
49 
16 
1 
0 
7 
73 
'tic•  ill  however  All  ~rtant aouz'ce  of  revenu  fo~  the  c~nitie•  oWil 
n••~  (iapact  levi••).  'rhi• · nvanu .1•.  eRillatad at  about  100  KICU  par 
year.;/- "  • .. ' 
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lnt:ana~tion&l  'U:~ 1ft  rica. i~ -vary ...  11  a~ caapUecl  ~o world  production.· 
BatwHD 1990. aD4 1994 wOrld ~iOn  of .llilled d.oa· wa•  U'01IDd  3!50  alllioa 
'toDIIH  of which  14  G  11 .t.llioft ·  =nne•. ozo  4  •  ~  traded  -~~iOD&lly. 
Ia coauut, WO;id ·-uad. ill ~t  · raPNaaDt• u,oQt 18 .: of W..t PracsuctioD. · 
AbOut  87 ''of world tra4a J.D:rica eon•iat• of Indica aft4  13  '  of Japonica. ·: ·  .  . 
A  a-*md  lapoRant . ~l•tl.c  of  the  worlc! . .ark8t  LD  rica i• ~  . fan 
that aajor ~r•  are  no1:. ·-jor upOrtari..  Big . prOducer•  lUCa · Cb~  and 
lftCILa,  rapnnnti'Dg ~  ~  60' of world production, Uport lua tb&D 
1' 'of  the!z prodllcts,oli. I  &11_. their rio·· J.• 'uud :fOZ'  hale ~Lob-~  'u 
often aot •uitad  · for .  _aqiOR .dUtl · = it•  .: ·1~· qulity. · Thailand, ·.the ua,  Viftlaaa 
· and  Pald.Ran ~.  ~  in 14/91 only abOut · i1  •  · of world  ~ctl.On 
vh11a they  reprauil~. 10 •  of ~ld  .arkat trade..  ·  .  · 
. -Bawevazo,  vi  van  ~1•  .re1atJ.ye1y  ..-11·  ·world  trade,  vu:J.&tioo•  J.n  production 
~ift9 certain yean' had .• u:tor in~lnnc• in· avauabillty of rica. foc.expoZt 
·&ad  ~  prioa.:oi  ..  rica .at  tba. world  .:.nat.  I'OZ- exaaple,  the  pr1ca  of  a 
·•UJ.~ -~t.olw~--~  ·1aav  paiD.~  r-~:- tC:U·  ~-.-..,-.1~ kg 
~).~  'ta.' pui0d.1tt1 &Bel  1JM varia ~na.:111.  ·•cu/~· (i991) ·&ad  376· 
'&Cu./t  (1193')'  the aftnge' price  cw~z.· tbe pUiocS .wn -~t.  250 ''Sou./t.  ,:  .  '  ' 
At  pzoennt  ~rld ~Jcat prtce•  are: fi.=; · a• major  procS~cer• .like Chifta &n4 
Indona•ia  auffezo ·LD  1995  a  no~  in ~.iltic requ~nt• up_~ ~.5· a!O·  ·  ~onna• ..Oh. 21 
7.2. World market outlook for rice 
The outlook for the world market for rice is· likely to be cloaely.related to 
economic  development  1.n  the  l'ar-Baat,  where  ·ab9ut  92\  of  world  rice  is · 
produced.  '··'  --
In a  study carried out  ~y the USDA  (economic  research service)  a  correlation 
was  established  between  the  level  of  income  and  urbanisation,  and 
consumption of wheat  and.rice.  It showed  th~t in traditional rice consuming 
countries,  where  rice is·the· staple  fOod,  consumpti9n  decrease~ with 'higher 
income  and  a- higher  laval
1 
o~  .urbaniaatio~;  on  the  other  hand'  wheat 
consumption increases. 
,·l'urtheJ:mOra it appears that the demand  for czuality rica ir)craasas with rising 
~c~ levels.  i~.  this  is  true  it could  lead  to . important  czuantitiaa  of 
Chinese rica of  good.  czuality  being  p~acad o~ the world market.  However,  it 
is not to be  exclu~ecS that due · to  . the  economic  development·,  ·the  total  area 
_,under rice  production will tend  ·~o decline.·  ·  .. 
Acco~Csi.ng  to  USDA  estimates  stability  in  the  world  consumption 
ippQ,rtant producing  countri~s is to be Qpecteci  •. 
,  .•  . 
··~~;;\  _. 
,-,;~·  Tabla 15  a .outlook moat  important rice procluci.nq countries 
' 
of  moat 
Area  P~uctioD  consumption  .Net exports 
cOuntry  (lllio  U.).  (lllio 'toDDes).  (mio tonnas)  (lllio tonne•) 
. ··89/91  2000  89/91:  2000  89/9.1  '  2000  89/91  2000 
Chill&  ~2.79  32.ft1 138.32  ~4.28. 1~8.j4  135•51  ~.1.1  0~53 
IiuU,a  ' 41.95  44.36  73.05  . 96.32  72.93:  ·95.0  0.46  0.70 
IDdonesia·  1.0.39  10.91  ··29~04  33.97  29.12  33.89  -0.17 . 0.05 
JaP4ft  2.57·  2·.03  9.24  9e32'  9.61  9.32  -0.2  -o.2· 
·P.Ustan  ,2.08  2.13  3.23  3.~5  2 •. 15  2.09.  ·1.09  1.27 
Philippines  3~39  3.62  .6.04  . 7_.23  6.20  7.59  -0.31  -0'1138 
. ·South. Jtorea  ·1.2  •..  1.:19 
.. 
5.63  -5  .• 36 ·  5  .. 41J  ·  '5.36  0.01  .0.01 
1'hail&Dd  9;6·  10.49  ·~2.69  . 15.0-·  ·~  8.52  8•71 .. 4;18·  6.23 
V1etum  ,, .  ,.17·  6'.45 '-13.02  .  ~1.2s·· . 11.59  15.20  1.4  '·  2.0 
us  .: 1~14  1~;32  4.9  &:.7  2~1  2.4  2.1  3~3 
.. 
'·  9.05.  mTAL  .. 
:  '13•5. 
... ,, 
~ l'19uz'e8  date-·~~ .i,.93  and  ~Y  ~~ea t~  -·~  ~avisecl.  Already .  i~ ·1994  v~e~nams 
export•  ·: reacbecf 2.-1; .U,O  tonne•. 
\  . 
.  .  .  . .  I  . .  .  .  . 
Raoently  al~o Bun.&· e- into the. worl,d market. by increasing ita exports  from 
arouDc1 2oo.ooo.tonaes  1.n  1992 and 1993. tc)  6&o.ooo tonne• 1n ·i994.  ·  · 
l'or 1995. Bw:ma· 1• :~ed.  to. ~~  ~ut.'  1. ~llion t~es.·  ' 
.  .  ,- .  .  .  .  .  . 22 
The  minimum  access  requirement established in the agreement of the Uruguay  Round 
is expected  to  have  an  effect especially on  the  imports  of Japan.  World  market 
trade in Japonica  varieties might  increase from  about  1.5 mio  tonnes  to 2.5  mio 
tonnes.  USDA  estimates suggests  int~rnational rice trade to  increase  by  about 
5S  between  1995  and  2000  and  by  a  further  5S  up  to  2005 .. A reori ention  of 
US  production  towards  Japonica  varieties in  demand  at the  Japanese  market  could 
occur. 
8.  RICE  AND  THE  URUGUAY  ROUND 
The  Agreement  contained  in  the  WTO  schedule  provides 
_  ... the  replacement  of  the  present  import  regime  based  on  variable  levies  by  a 
system  of  fixed  tariffs,  combined  with  a  ceiling  on  the  duty  paid  import 
price 
-·  the  limitation  of  subsidized  exports  in  terms  of  volume  and  of  budgetary 
~ ,~utl ay 
8.1.  rtte.  iMport  regime 
8.1.1-.  The  import  regime  applied  until  30  June  1995  offered  an  important 
protection  against  third  country  imports.  The  variable  levy  was 
calculated  on  the  basis  of  the  difference  between  the  most  favourable 
offer price and  the treshold price for the  categorie concerned  which  is 
subsequently  applied on·  all  rice imported  in  that categorie independant 
of  ci f  price or  presentation.  ·  · 
In  graphs  No  1 to  6  (annexed)  the  duty  paid  import  price  based  on  the 
CIF  import  price plus  the  levy  as  calculated on  for  example  27/1/95  is 
indicated for  the different processing stages  (dotted  line).  The  duty 
paid  import price increases linearly with  the increase of the  CIF  price. 
.  . 
8.1.2.  The  new  import  regime  as  applied  from  1 July  1995  replaces  the  variable 
levy  regime.  Table  16  compares  the  import  levies  with  the  r-ate  of 
customs  duties which  might  be  increased by  an  additional  duty  if the CIF 
import  price  falls  below  the  trigger  level  at  which  the  special 
safeguard  clause  can  be  invoked.  · •  Paddy 
Plu• *) 
•  huaked  **) 
Plua  *) · 
•  ailled **) 
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Table l6_1 
PreHDt levy aDd future -duty· amaWat8 .without 
aeil.iDg or .af.gaazd  ·alma  ... (eari/t) 
·(1)  (2)  (3)  (4) 
levy  at  duty fram  difference  duty_fram 
27/1/95  1/7/95  (1)  - (2).  1/7/2000 
374  310  64  211 
93  78  53 
467  (1.25)  388  (1.25)  79  264  (1.25) 
264  223  152 
731  (1.57)  611  (1.57)  120  416  (1.57) 
(S) 
difference 
(1)  - (4) 
163 
203 
315 
~~,  ·. o.lfferuae. ill 'abealute · &IIOUilta  betWHn  reapectively · pad~y/huaked  and 
· jiuaud/.Uled rice.  . 
**·L'  ....  tWHD  · bracJcet••  ·  relad...  difference  betwtlen  paddy/huaked  and 
.··'~--·huaked/IDilled ·upn•Hd ·a• a  coefflciut which· ia· the .reciprocal of·· the 
~~;;,·  1Dillin9 yield  fo~ paddy/hu•ked ·(0.8)  aDd  the reciprocal of llilling yield 
'  huaked/aaill.ci  (0.69)  ·or  i.45 . plua  the  el.a.nta  to  calculate  the 
threahold priC. to ca..· to 1.57.  . 
Fzo. table 16 it ia clear. ~t  oo.pare4 to~  le9y_of 27/1/IS.tbe duty for 
·reapecti,.ly paddy,  huaked  ·And  milled rice will  CGDe  down  by  aboUt  17., at 
1/7/15  t~. ucn&ae  · further ·up to 2000,  · to·~  43' .loWer' than the levy of 
27./1/1& •. ·aecoadly  the  ~-~~t 1At~latioD  ·betw.eD  the  le.1.••  for  paddy, 
huaud. aDd llillecl· rice,  b--'cl  o~a millilag yield•~  ill  ~·erved ill-the future 
· •y•t•  .C auia coefficient.).·  ·  ·  · 
. In. adCU.tion,  'the  Uruguay  .Round.  ao.titm.Dt•  forea..  a : ceilinq of  the. duty 
paid !aport price for huaked .·Qd milled ·rice ·  · ·  ...... 
.  \  .  . 
~- co-unitY uadertataa. ·u .~  of buDd ~ice f&lliag within' nbU&ding 
.. 1006  2.0  ss.: to  apply .. a· duty,.· pa•ibly · J.Dcn&Hd. by.  the  additioD&l. duty 
··prcwided foro in the aafegia&N  c~aaH·, ·• that. the ·duty paid: -!aport _price will 
· ·_nOt  be  great.u than i:be  •ffecti  ..  ·ifttezoftation· price. (or· ill the .,.nt of  a 
,mccUfication of the ~t  •Y•t:.., ·tile  :.e~fecti,.. aupport· price)  illcreaaed· by 
- aa•  for, Japonica ·rice  ·  ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
- 8Q' for  I~ica cice - . .  ·  • 
In · reapect.  ~f  .  .dolled:  __ ri.,.i. :the  ·perolintagea.  ·,  ~ferr~ ·to-·  Qon  ~11~-. :~ 
:.increued  acaordJ.Dq. to. ·tM.  · axi'atift9  · ~  of·. ~calwl-ad.on  o~ .ttiit  thre.hold 
pric;=e. for airiled. _rice_- .  ·  ·  · · ·  .  .  ·  ... ·  .  · ·  ··  .  ··. ·  ·  · 
.  ., .  .  ~  .  •  I 
II(Q r· fJ  ·r.r~  .. ,·r.  ~- I  I  I~~  ~  .i_ ...  J:.~Ii'·:·-it~ ·-!~ lr 1:1''!Qil:  ~' ·[  .  .  i  .  II!"  !II f  .  t·t'  .a·  r  I.  .., I  f ·-=•  .. ,  ,.  :-- .I...  .  ·.  I .  li l .  ~  I  e..  1  .... a.  ~  ·~  f.·~  I  I··  a  1:'  I  ..  ,_I.  r  I =-t 
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Theoretically paddy could •tart flowing  into the com.unity e•pecially if the 
paddy give• a  better m~lling yield  than the BO  rice .(for example parboiled, 
combined with a high milling efficiency)  or if paddy  rice i• in ··hOrt  •upply 
in certain •outhern part• of the ~nity.  Por Nort~n  mill.r• the .i.aapqrt 
of hu•ked rice will mo•t probably ~in  the preferred option given the coat• 
and  benefit•  involved with milling  paddy  or hu•ked rice  (•ee al•o  paragraph 
4.3.). 
•  between a  min~  of 175  BCUit  and  a  maximum  of 410 Boult  (OS  long grain• 
2141731  period 1991 to 1994) 
tcoking at graph  No  3  and  No  4. it appear• that within thi• price  range  the 
ceilin~ on the duty paid  import  price  ha•  a  real effect  in 1995  and  ~&rdly 
any  effect in 2000  (on  the. •••umption that internal  community  price•  remain 
; con•tant)  .•  .  ) 
·..  . 
Due  .t~\the ceiling,  in 1995,  the duty reduction ccaapared to the pre•ent levy 
(2711/95)  will be  more  than  17  '  for  a  hu•ked  rice  ~~ivinq at a  CII'  price 
~-225  Bcult1  for  example  hu•ked  rice arriving at  350  Boult would  pay  a 
dU'tJ·  of 282.5 Boult  [632.5  (ceiling) ·minu•  350  BcuJ. or about  40  '  le•• than 
~·-:·pre•ent leyy  (467  Bcu/t).'  .  · 
u-.o cO.ap.tition with the BO  product would become greater  1  an BO  hu•Jced :Z"ice 
price  would  ccme  to  about  510  Bcult  ( 351  Bcu/t  pacSdy  plu•  tilling oo.t•  1 
cU.vided  by  llil,liftg  yield)  1  ~le the  ·iaportad  huU8cl  r1ae  pzoice  woald ·be 
uound 632.5Bcu/t;. in 1995  <·•• gZ'aph  3); or 122 -.cult 110re  expen•ive1  "quality 
cliffereQce. u  .-.11 u  high trauport co•t• from  RUthern to Mrthera aarop. 
<- p&raAJr&pll · 4.2)  could  aaJca  ·the  iapOrt;.ecl  product·  more  ·attractive  ancS 
hamper  reconver~ion in Burope froaa  Japonica to  Indica~ 
In the. year  2000 ·the duty paid  import price including  &·  po••ible ac!d'itioft&l 
duty  foi:  a  hu•Jcec!  rice· at a  Cit price below  about.· 375  *cult . would  b.· lower 
than. the ceiling ·of 632.5. Boult <•• graph No ·4) 1  ~· Indica of a  QII' price of 
about  225 •cult would  enter. at the •uie price level-a•· the·european··~roduct, 
or abovt 110 Boult.  ·  · In conclu•ion,  compared  to the  previou•  levy  •y•tem,  the protection again•t 
illport•  of  hu•ked  Indica  rice will  diminbh  •igniticantly  bet11Men  1995  arid 
2000. 
IIU l.S rice  a  in  91'ap~•  No  !i  and···' No  6  the duty paid  import  price  fc»:  llli.lled 
rice i• indicated.  In  1995  and  1996 the line of the ceiling .fully replace• 
the line of  a  duty paid import price ba•ed on tariff• and  •pecial  •afeguard 
clau••·  In  2000  for  CII'  price• below  about  500  Bcu/t thi•  line reappear•. 
The  introduction of the ceiling in the ca•• of milled rice ha• therefore  an 
even greater  impact  on· import  charge•  at the •tart of  the  period  1995-2000 
a• compared to hu•ked rice.  In contra•t to hu•kad rice - which i• generally 
iaported ·in the form  of. bulk - milled rice b  imported in it• final •tate. 
··b.aa'*-1 rice would requJ.r• the hi9he•t  level• of proc•••ing ·and  packaging. 
Thi•  product, ·however,  fa11• · under  the  non-annex  II  product•  and  ~ld be 
out•ide the-•cope of the  ~eiling •y•tem  (ba•• rate of duty 13,·+ 719  Bcu/tl 
~  •bound  rate 1n 2000,  8.5, plu• 460 Bcu/t).  Precooked rice account•  for only 
'· Uaii:ed •ale• in the BU.  .  . 
.·  .... 
8.1.3::2.  Japxal.ca  ... 
~ .. ' 
A .·.uauar  analy•i•  could  be  made. for  ol'aponica  were  it  not  that  the  world 
~  for· Japonica  i• . •till ...  ry  81D&ll. · In  addition  european  Japonica 
oon~  are attached to looal varieti••·  At  pre•ent hardly  any  import•  in 
Japonica taka place,  in eith41r hu•ked or milled rice.  Quanti  tie• of JaponiCa 
availule for export to· world 111&Z'Jcet•  might ill the  fi~•t in•tance· .be ·directed 
~  the Japane•• aarket·.  llowe'NZ',.  in· ~  longez:  tara,  •lailu prob1-. 
u .  for  Indica ll19ht  ·· art••  fozo  BU · ~aponica production  in the e'Nnt  of third 
oountrie•·.ac!aptJ.Iui their production pOi:ential. to. export• ·of  tho•• varifti••· 
·~ d-ftd at the EUropean .arket.  · 
.8.1.4  •..  ftoe ~  ~~  ~igzrrt  ·pel:'  oou~ 
.  . 
PZ'Oduct• ..  Y "be :pzo•••nted at the bol:'dezo  in a  variety of ; form•  ·  ••pecially· in 
the cue 'of  fully. milled  white  zoice.  The ·value .of·. the  cUffezoent ·1~el• of 
.  Procu•ift9,  u  well a• packaging, Mill be difficult to ·a••e•• by·. the Union•• 
~•taM nriic:e.  Therefore product• •ent  .. to· t:lle  CGalllunity ,wJ.ll  tend to ~ 
a  price per  t~nne cloH to· the  duty  p&,id  c~iling  ·price;: in  ol:'der  t~ avOid 
t.;ort cb&rve•·  Tbi• •ituaticn create• an obv~• ri•k of fzoaud. '27 
8.1.5. Rice ua4 -Z'8CHmt  acceaai.cma 
Given  the  recent  acceaaion  of  Auatria,  Finland.  and.  SWeden  new ·  coaaitment 
ached.ulea  applic~l• to BC  15  have to be eatabliabed. on the baaia of article 
xXIV-6.  '·' 
To  that.  end.,  n89()tiationa  with  trading  partner•  have  to  be  carried.  out ·in 
particular  aa  r~ard.  border·  protection  (marlcet  acceaa)  aad.  ~rt 
ccm.itmenta.  The thr  .. n.W  Member  state• have  conaid.erably  lower dutiea  for 
rice than the BC  12. 
8.2. uragay Baalld ~t  - U.aitaU.OU on aport. 
A•  indicated. in paragraph•  6.1.  preaent  commuaity  commercial  export•  varied 
'•eonaid.erably  over  the .. yeara,  fslr  ex..Pl•  arO..nd.  70.000  tonne•  in  93/94  to· 
300.000  tomw•  in 90/91.  Average  export•  betwHn  1990  and.  1994  were  about 
.  197.00.0  tonne•  per  year. .  Food.  aid  repreaenta  ·,  on  average  ~ther 64.000 
• tonne• of exporta,  largely of  .Japonica. 
· ,  ~he  · GA1'!'  export  COIIIIIlitmenta  for  rice  ( i.  •·  export•  with  refund.•)  are  aa 
'fo11~ 1 
.. ,  J' 
-:: 
1995  1996  1997  1998  1999  2000 
- ... 
volume ooo  t  177.3  170  •• . .  164.4  158.0.  15l,.6  145.1 
Outlay  (..eN)  58.1  54.4  50 1  47.0  43.3  39.6 
...  "  " 
" 
Table  17 .. •howa. thai;.  lubaidiHd  export  COIIIIIlitMntli  .&XPr•••ed.  ·in  tenaa . of 
volu.e' are well belOw actual expo~ perf_onance between 1990  aild.  1994. 
· Average  expo~ · refund•.  in · 92/93.  were . about  ·320  ·  ~cu/t  for  mil~ed ·rice. 
Aaauaaing · that  u.xiaaua  ·_  ·quantitiea · permittecl ·-would.  be  actually ·exported., 
fu~•  export refund.• in the' context of the bud.qetary outlay would.  come  down 
froaa:327.7  Bcu/t to  27~.·9 Bcu/t.  ·  ·  · · 
- .. 
·  DePea4_in9. ·  on·  interzuil  price.• · tliia  refund  ·might  ~  .  inauffici~nt. · ·The 
· altern,atif wouid.  be. to limit the exported.. aubaid.iaed. .quantit'iea. .  ·  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . 
l'rta t~ ~-· i.t·  ~·  ·_clear  that, .~ the :future  il~aidiaed. exPert-a.  will -~. a 
lilllited. outlet .t.or aurplu•••• -of Japonica ·rice.  ..  '··  ·  .  .  .  .  ~  : . . .  .  :  .. 28 
9.  CONCLUSIONS 
On  analysing  the European  Union  market  for  ~ice an  important distinction-has to 
be  made  between  Japonica  rice and  Indt_ca  rice.  The  European.Union  is about  120% 
·self  sufficient  in'Japo'nica  rice,  grown  and  mainly  consumed  in  the  southern 
Member  States.  On  average  260  000  tonnes  of  Japanica  was  exported  between  1990 
and  1994.  efther with  commercial  export  refunds  or  in  the  form  of  food  aid. 
Iridica  rice is consumed  in  the northern Member  States.  Due  to  a special  support 
program.  EU  production of  Indica  has  increased over  the  last couple of years  to 
reach  a maximum  in  1991  of about  50S  of internal  use.  production has  fallen back 
since then mainly  due  to drought  problems.  The  remaining  requirements  in  Indica 
are.traditionnaly covered  by  the  imports  of  husked  rice.  milled  by  millers  in 
the north  of  the  Community.  The  tw~ different  rice  species  are  very  difficult 
to substitute at consumer  level  due  to different appearance.  taste and  cooking 
cHaracteristics  and  should  therefore  be  considered  separately. 
~  I 
Tht·European  Union ··rice  area  covers  about  400  000  hectares.  producting  on 
average-over  the  last four .years  1 050  000  of  Japonica.and  232  000  tonnes  of 
Indica  6f which  60S  in  Italy.  22S  in  Spain  and  6S·in  each  of  Portugal.  France 
and  G~eeee  ..  With  average  area  per  farm  devoted  to. rice of  around  12  he~ctares. 
impor:t~nt differences exist between  Member  States.  Italy and  France  have  a high 
perce'fltage  of  farms  (34%},  with  a  rice  area  covering  more  than  30  hectares. 
while  in Spain,  ·Portugal  and  Greece  production  is on  a smaller scale: more  t.han 
77%  of  the  rice farmers  in  these .member  States have  1  ess than  10  hectares. 
In  addition, p.roductio"n  appears to be  highly specialised since about 65%  of rice 
growers :have  more  than  50S  of  their l·and  used  for .rice cultivation.  Income  per 
hectare  according  to  FADN  figures  is favora.bl e  compared  to other crops  such  as 
cereals. 
Prices  at  prod~c~r level  at the  sta~e of  unprocessed  paddy.  follow  closely ·the 
intervention. price.  although  hardly  any  paddy  rice  has· been  taken  into· 
intervention. 
The  EU  milling  indu~try differs between  the  north  and  the  south  of Europe.  The 
southern  industry ptocesses  national  prbd~ction frbm  paddy  straight into fully 
milled white  rice  and  consists  of  both  big  modern  mills  as  well  as  of a  great 
number  of  sm~ll  local  mills.  The  northern milling  industry consists of  average 
sized  to  big  mills working  mainly  on.  the  basis  of .imported-husked  In~jca rice 
(paddy  from  which  the  outer covering.  or hulls.  have  been  removed}. to be  mill eo 
into whjte  ri·ce.  Also  Spanish  husked  indica  has  been  used  b.Y  northern  millers 
.  whensupplies  have  been.readily  ava'ilable.  ·  · 
Average  imports  between  1991  and  1993  consisted  of  233.620  tonnes  of  husked 
Indica  rice.  of  which  40  000  tonnes  under  preferential  c~~ditions.  as  well  a~ 
53  000  tonnes  of broken  kernelS.  During  the  same  period.  imports  of milled  rice 
were  at the level  of around  52  000  tonnes  of w~ich 26  000  tonnes  of  semi~milled 
under.the preferential  OCT  arrangements  from  NL  Antilles. Those  last qu~ntities 
have  increased  substan~ially in  1'994  to around  150  000  tonnes.  ... 29 
The new  illlport regime under Gatt will change the .preaent variable levy ayatem 
into a  ayR  ..  of fixed tariffa, wtlich muat be reduced by  ~6\ between 199&  and 
2000.  The  tu~ure-ayat  .. will con••rve the ....  ·relationahip betW..n tariff• 
for  padc!y,  huaJcecl  and  fully  mill~ white  rice  aa.  the preaant  variable  levy 
ayat...  ·· 
HOwever,  the Uruguay  Round  agreement  fore~  ... alao in a  ceiling on the duty 
paid  tmpo~· price for huaked of  633  BCU/T  and for milled white rice of ·&bout 
925  BCU/t  which  mean•  that  no  duty  ia  paid  on  rice  entering  at  an  imPort 
price at or  above  thia  ~evel.  Thia  could  lead to  increaaed  import•  of  high 
value-added  ~ice  replacing  the  coaau.n.itiea  indica  production  ••  well  aa 
indica milled rice production on the baaia of imported huaked rice. 30 
10.  Recommendations 
From  the  previous  chapters  it is  clear that as  a  result of  the  Gatt  agreement 
Community  rice  will  be  confronted  w.i.th  increased  competition  from  rice  from 
third countries. especially at the fully milled stage.  In  order to face  this new 
reality Community  rice production  has  to  undergo  changes  in  terms  of  price and 
of  quality.  Also  a border  control  system  has  to  apply  which  is both  practical 
and  fraud-proof  and  therefore ensures  that effective import  protection applies 
in  practice. 
Along  the  same  lines  the  following  declarations  were  adopted  in  the  course  of 
the  Council  deciding  on  the  GATT  implementation  rules  in  December  1994  : 
·a ..  The  Council  wishes  to  apply·  import  arrangements  for  rice  which  are 
comparable  to  those  for cereals.  using  appropriate  price  quotations  for 
the  various  qualities.  and  invites the Commission  to  examine  the  means  by 
which  this  can  be  done. 
~  l 
b.  The'Co~ricil  insists  that the  price  of  packaging  shoUld  not  be  includ~d in 
the  p-r'lce  of  rice" at the  import  stage.  ·  . 
-:.  . 
c.  The-Commission  states that it will  present to  the  Council  by  30  April  1995 
a  ·propos a  1  for  the  reform  of  the  rice  sector  in  cor:Jformi ty  with  the 
principles  of  the  CAP  reform. 
In  this·  connection.  the  Commissi_on  undertakes  to  have  regard  to  the 
following  aspects  : 
- th~ need  to  provide  the  Community  with  a'n  adequate  level  of  protection 
which  takes  account  o.f  the  costs  of  processing  paddy  rice  into  husked 
rice: 
- the  advisability of  introducing  an  intervention  price for  husked  rice• 
Regarding  points a)  and  b).  under  Commission  legislation.  an  import  system  has 
been  installed  •.  simnar  to  the  one  for  c.ereals.  based  on  representive  bulk 
world  market  prices.  These  prices  can  be  established  according  to transparent 
and  objective  criteria  and  are  based  on  American  sources  considered 
representative of  world  market  prices.  The  duty  to  be  established will  be  the 
difference between  the  reference cif price quoted  in  bulk  and  the  ceiling price 
for. the  category concerned.  In  no  case should  the  import  charge  established in 
this  way  exceed  the  tariff.  For  speciftc  high  priced  rice  varieties  such  as 
Basmati  a  special  treatment  has  been  envisaged.  This  system  does  not  include 
packaging  costs  as  demanded  by  the  Council. 
After  a  detailed  examination.  an  update  of  income  from  byproducts  and 
processing  costs  might  be  necessary. 
Regarding  the  reform.  its objective  should  be  to  render  the  Community  product 
more  competitive  both  in  terms  of  price  and  quality.  For  this  purpose. it is 
advisable to  dec~ease the  intervention price by  a total  of  15%  in 3 stages from 
1997/1998. 31 
Price  reduction  would  be  compensated  by  an  equivalent  aid  per  hectare 
differentiated  according  to  historical  average  yields  in  the  production 
regions.  Also a  COmmunity  Max~  Guaranteed Area  (CHQA)  should be defined. 
The  CHGA  should  be  distributed··' between  producing  Kember  States  to  give 
National  Kax~um Guaranteed  Areas,  on  the  baaia  of  historical  production 
(HMGA).  In case the CKGA  ia exceeded by up to a  maximum  of 5\ the aid amount 
should  be  reduced  in . the  same ·year by , 6\  for  every  one  percent  exceaa.  Any 
COmmunity  exceaa  above  5\ will  lead  to·  a  similar  reduction  of  the  aid  but 
only in Kember  States which exceed their KNDA  by more than St. 
In order to stimulate quality the aid per hectare should be differentiated aa 
a  function of market  demand  for  the specific variety.  Along  the  same  linea, 
•measures  aiming  at production  ~rientation and  quality  improvement  should  be 
•  taken.  In  order  to  ensure  that· intervention  only  aervea  aa  the  ultimate 
safety  net  the . intervention  period  ia  limited  to  4  months.  A  ayateaa  of 
4  placing  an  option  on  aalea  to  intervention  involving  a.  4  month  period  of 
·  •• 
1 ~tora~ prior to intervention ahould be operated.  .  .  . 
·  Final.ty,  in order to assure the Coaaunity milling industry of a  supply of raw 
· aaa.te~ial · for  proceaaing  also  during  times  of  regional  short  supply  (for 
inj.t&nce  due to extreme drought) ,  a  legal ba••  will be proposed to allow the 
commission to adopt measures to cater for exceptional circumatancea. 
A  viable  regionally  baaed  rice  procea•ing  industry  ia  fundamental  to.  the 
maintenance of rice production in the partieular region. · 1. 
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I Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) 
on the common organization of the markefin rice 
---------------.-------------------------------------------Explaaatory Memoraadum 
1.  Introduction 
The Community market in rice is structured around two main types of rice. japonica and 
indica, corresponding to two separate consumption traditions. 
The outlook for the development of rice-growing depended to a large extent on this dual 
structure. 
Present market equilibria are satisfactmy on the whole. The moderate increue in area in 
certain Member States has been offset by a decline in output due to increasingly frequent 
drought. 
The structural surplus in japonica rice either finds outlets in the traditional neighbouring. 
markets  around  the  Mediterranean,  or  is  uSed  to  meet  the  Community's  food  aid 
commitments.  Com~unity production of indica rice hu enabled the processing industry 
to take advantage of having different supply sources for raw materials. 
The obligations resulting from the GATT Agreement imply, first of all, changing from· 
a  system  of floor  prices  bued on  the threshold  price  to ·.a  system of ceiling  prices 
_superimposed on .the system of. customs duties resulting from taritication of the former 
system of  variable levies. Moreover. these duties will be gradually cut by 36% from 1995 
toW~  .  . 
The GATT Agreement raises a new challenae for European rice-growing. brought directly 
face to face with competition and the uncertainties of  the world market, both at the level 
of  agricultural production and at that of  the industrial proceuing of  paddy rice into milled 
rice. 
The Commission believes that,  in view of the further need to avoid  any  distortion of 
~petition  u  a result of the new system for cereals introduced in 1992, the reiponse to 
this new situation should be sought mainly through a substantial drop in producer prices, 
which should be accompanied by measures to restore competitiveness, in terms of  quality. 
in relation to the imported product. Moreover, the Community market will have to face 
wider cyclical variations in price; consequently. the intervention mechanism, in its present 
form, is no longer compatible with ihe probable new scenarios. It should be reformed to 
provide more flexible management tools and ensure increased market fluidity. 
2.  Fall in pmducer prices 
The outlook for new market equilibria, in terms of prices, gives rise to a multitude of 
pouible scenarios, which make it impossible to evaluate the extent of  the price reduction 
needed to meet competition from the imported product u  duties are cut pursuant to the 
GATT Agreement.  The Commiuion estimates that prices will have to fall  by  between 
15% (ECU 53/t) and 34% (ECU 119/t). At this.~e, it is Pointless and unnecessary to 
determine a priori the level of the eventual price cut Consequ~y. the best approach 
is to choose to keep to a minimum target of 15%, subject to maitcet developments and 
trends, especially in terms of prices and sales into intervention if any. '-
3.  Compenut01v aid 
The reduction in producer prices will  alter the profitability of the crop.  Arrarlgeinents 
should  therefore  be  introduced  for  compensatory  production  aid)  with  a  view  to 
maintaining present income levels. The amount of  aid is fix~  'on the basis of  agricultural 
yields observed in the various Member States and the size of the price reduction. 
For the establishment of basic yields, it is proposed that reference should be made to the 
three-year period 1992-94, except in the cases of Spain and Portugal for which the more 
representAtive period 'of the last three years preceding the drought (1989-91 for Portugal 
and  1990-92 for Spain) should be used. 
Average yields in tonneslha:  .  . 
Italy  Portugal  Spain  Greece  France  French 
Guiana. 
5.82  4.74  6.35  7.48  S.29  7.41 
4.  Maximum paranteed area 
In view of the introduction of this area-linked compensatoey  aid scheme,  a maximum 
guaranteed area Jhould be fixed to maintain production targets compatible with the needs 
of  the market and to comply with the commitments undertaken in the framework of the 
GATT Agreement regarding trade exports. 
It is proposed to set the maximum area on the buis of the three-year period  1992-94, 
~cept  in the cues of  Spain and Portugal for whidl the .more represen~ve  period of  the 
last three years preceding  the  drought (1989-91 for Portugal  and  1990-92 for  Spain) 
should be used. 
Average area in ha: 
BU  Italy  Portugal  Spain  Greece  France  French 
Guiana 
396 607  228 034  32 884  89 711  18 731  23 500  3 747 
Compliance with the  maximum  area  should be ensured  by  reducing  the aid  sharply 
enough to obtain a disincentive  effect upon  produccn  ... If  the  Comm\lllity  maximum 
guaranteed area (CMGA) is exceeded by up to S% in a given crop year, the amount of 
eompensatoey aid for the current crop year will be cut by 6 points for each  percen~e 
point of overshooting. - ~ 
If  the area given over to rice exceeds  105% of the  CMGA,  aid will  be cut (urther in 
the Member States responsible for exceeding their national  maximum  guaranteed area 
(NMGA) by more than 5%. 
S.  Quality polic;y 
The market mechanisms devised when the common organization of  the market in rice was 
set up have .not been substantially modified since their adoption.  --
Imlovations in the arrangements for trade with third countries introduced pursuant to the 
GATI  Agreement  have  led  the  Commission  to  give  serious  consideration  to  the 
compatibility of certain market management measures,  in  particular intervention,  with 
trade arrangements that are no longer based on a system of  levies, but on a fixed customs 
duty,  which  by  its  nature  Cannot  absorb  changes  in  worlq  prices  or fluctuations  in 
currency exchange. rates as the levy could. 
Account must  also be taken of  the need  to  reform  the  common  organization  of the 
market on the buia of stricter quality criteria. In other words, the Commission takes the 
view that Community rice growing must adopt a strategy for a gradual improvement in 
the quality of output J.. demand is moving towards products with a very high level of 
quality and an advanced technology content, and as imported products coaipete primarily 
at· the top  of the range,  the  competitiveness  of the  Community  product needs  to be 
restored. The entire rice production sector,' from the farmer to the proceuor, is concerned 
by this challenge. 
From 1his point of  view, the Commission feels that it is necessary to make proposals that 
, can .result  in 'production  of paddy  rice  of a quality  matching  the  supply  needs  of a 
processing industry Which .now has direct access to third country produCts. 
·The parameters for defining the standard intervention quali~ should be reinforced to align 
them on the production standards of the third  countries that export to the Community 
mar~.  · 
'  Premiums and penalties applied to the intervention price when the product is taken over· 
shOUld play a greater role in market regulation, reflecting and even accentuating the price 
differentials for different qualities and varieties of  .rice. 
Demand for rice on the Community  mar~  ii structured by variety.  However,  mainly 
because there is no differentiated support for different varieties, Community production 
hu concentrated on the moat  productive varieties rather  than  the varieties for which 
mar~  demand iJ strongest.  The Commission believes that certain varieties should be 
encouraged; to this end, it pr~  correction factors based on the yield of the various 
varieties compared with-the most productive variety. 
The  Commission  also  feels  that the compensatory  aid  scheme  should  be used  as  an 
incentive to the production of certain varieties,  in  a manner consistent with a quality 
strategy more closely tailored to market demand. 6.  ;en;rnmtionuy intervention 
Since the common organization of  the market was introduced, intervention has been used 
only in exceptional cases and for small quantities, in 1990, 1991 and 1992. Intervention ' 
should  remain  an  exceptional  event,  what has  been called  a "safety  net" In  the  rice 
sector, it is very expensive to take over intervention stocks and,  as the product is liable 
to rapid deterioration, storage may be difficult 
'-
As already  pointed out,  the  market will  be exposed to  the uncertainties of the world 
market;  it is  to be expected  that massive  intervention will  be needed,  in view of the 
volatility  not  only  of the  world  market,  but  also,  and  especially,  of the  Community 
market. 
The Commission does not think that the intervention mechanism as at present designed 
is  compatible  with  the  new  arrangements  for  trade  with  third  countries:  short-tenn 
developments on the world market could have repercussions on the internal market that 
would lead to the buying in of a considerable volume of rice. 
To avoid having to take large quantities into intervention in this type of situation,  the 
Commission  proposes ·the  introduction of a precautionary  interyention  scheme,  under 
which the producer stores the product for four months, at his own expense, subject to an 
advance payment equal to 600/o of the price. During this period the prod1,1cer may seek 
a more  advantageous  outlet  on  the  market,  and  sell  the  product after informing  the 
intervention agency. During the same period, the Commission may, for its part, offer the 
product in precautionary intervention for sale, accordhig to the rules already laid down 
for  sale  under  an  intervention  scheme.  Actual  removal  to  the  warehouses  of the 
intervention  agency,  taking  over  and,· obviously~ payment  of the  balance,  would  be 
possible only where· the rice had already been in precautionary intervention. 
This scheme .would make for compatibility between the intervention arrangements and the 
· cyclical and short-term development of the world market.  -
7.  Chanaes to intervention arrangements 
The Commission reserves the right to propose other measures, pursuant to the so-called 
management committee procedure, with a view to restoring intervention as a safety net 
and an ex.:eptional occurrence. These measures intended as disincentives to intervention 
would also aim at improving the fluidity of the market. 
It would be proposed: 
that where products were brought under precautionary intervention arrangements 
or removed to the warehouses of the intervention agency a period of  four ·months 
should be allowed for payment; 
that the intervention period should be limited to four months (May to August). 8.  When reforming the common organization of  the market in rice, it is appropriate 
to adjust the Community rules and remove certain obsolete arrangements that in 
some cases have never been applied. Proposal for a 
COUNCIT.. REGULATION (EC) No·  I 
on the common organization of the market in rice  9S/0203  (CNS) 
·---·--------------
THE COUNCIT.. OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, . 
Having  regard  to the Treaty  establishing the  European  Community,  and  in  particular 
Articles 42 and 43  thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament; 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee, . 
Whereas the new  orientation of the common agricultural  policy  should lead  to .  better 
balance on the markets and improve the competitiveness of Community agriculture; 
Whereas the common organization of the market in rice must include a common price 
system  for  the  Community;  whereas  that  system  may ·be  established  by  fixing  an 
intervention price for paddy rice applicable to all the Community at which the competent 
agencies are obliged to buy in the rice which is offered to them; 
Whereas, under the Uruguay Round of  multilateral trade negotiations (hereinafter referred 
to as the "GATI Agreement"), the Community has undertaken to gradually reduce the 
customs  duties resulting from  the tarification of the fonner levy  system;  whereas the 
reduction in customs duties must be accompani~  by a fall in Community prices to enable the competitiveness of the Community  product to be maintained;  whereas,  to  prevent 
income losses for producers resulting from the aforementioned reduction in institutional 
prices, it is appropriate to establish a system of compensatory payments for production 
granted per hectare and intended to maintain present profitability levels for the crop, the 
amount of  which is fixed on the basis of the envisaged price reduction and the agronomic 
yields  recorded  in  the  various  Member  States  over  a  period  considered  to  be 
representative; 
Whereas, given the introduction of  the aforementioned system of  compensatory payments 
per hectare, it is appropriate to lay down a maximum area which, by reflecting the area 
under rice over a representative period during the last few years,  makes it possible to 
maintain production targets compatible with market requirements and to comply with the 
undertakings given under the GATT Agreement on trade exports;  whereas compliance 
with the maximum area can be ensured by reducing the aid sufficiently in the event of 
overshooting to dissuade producers from exceeding the maximum; 
Whereas a change to ·the intervention system to enable greater disposal possibilities to be 
sought without the product being taken into the warehouses of the intervention agencies 
should improve the fluidity  of the  market and  cause it to react more healthily  to the 
challenges created by levy tarification and the wider cyclical fluctuations in prices which 
it will entail; whereas· such a change will also make it possible to maintain the original 
purpose of intervention and prevent it from becoming an outlet in itself; 
Whereas,  as  a  result,  intervention  buying-in  should  be  made  subject  to  the  pnor 
application of a precautionary intervention system during which producers will store the 
product and receive an advance on the intervention price whilst retaining control over the 
sale of the product as long as it is not put up for sale by the intervention agency~ 
Whereas  the intervention price should  continue to be subject to  a  certain  number of 
monthly  increases  in  order to  take  account,  inter  alia,  of storage  costs  and  interest i+tJ 
• l  :_ ... ::.  for  storing rice in the Community and of the need to  ensure that the disposal of 
, ..  ,,\-; 'onf(nms to market requirements; 
'f\  · -~rc:.~s  there  should be a production refund  for  rice  starch and derived products by 
t:·  ... 1.1gy with the refund laid down for the products referred to in Article 7 of Regulation 
\.~J No l76619i with which they compete; 
\\ itcn:;ts the creation of  a single Community market for rice involves the introduction of 
::  :,in~le trading system at  the  external  frontiers of the Community; whereas a  trading 
s:  .  (!:m  including  import  duties  and  export  refunds,  in  addition  to  the  intervention 
1::~ .1sures.  should,  in  principle,  stabilize  the  Community market;  whereas  the  trading 
.  , _,tern is based on the undertakings given under the GATT Agreement; whereas certain 
types of rice at the  various stages of processing, in particular indica rice and japonica 
~·ic..:,  o.trc  identified by means of CN codes; 
·vv'hcrcas, in order to be able to constantly control trade movements, provision should be 
r ·  t..  for  the  issue of import and export  licences accompanied  by the provision of a 
security ensuring that the transactions for which such licences are requested are effected; 
Whereas, in order to  avoid or curb the harmful effects on the Community market that 
('•.,uld  result from the importation of certain products, the importation of one or more of 
~;uch  products  could  be  made subject to  the  payment of additional  customs duties  if 
n'rtain  conditions  are  met;  whereas  a  provision  to  that  effect  should  therefore  be 
introduced; 
Whereas the .Commission should be given responsibility for opening and administering 
th~ tariff quotas resulting from international agreements; 
Whereas the possibility of granting, on export to third countries, a  refund equal to the 
difference between prices in the Community and on the world market, up to the limits 
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international rice trade; whereas that possibility is subject to limits expressed in tenns of 
quantities and value; 
Whereas compliance with the limits in terms of value can be ensured at the time when 
refunds  are fixed  and  through monitoring  of payments  under the rules  relating to the 
European  Agricultural  Guidance  and  Guarantee  Fund;  whereas  monitoring_ may  be 
facilitated by the compulsory advance fixing of refunds, while allowing the possibility, 
in  the  cue of differentiated  refunds,  of changing  the  specified  destination_ within  a 
geographical area in which a single refund rate applies; whereas, in the case of a change 
of destination,  the refund  applicable  to the actual  destination  should  be  paid,  with a 
ceiling at the level of the amount applicable to- the destination fixed in advance; 
Whereas  ensuring  compliance  with  constraints  in  tenns  of quantity  calls  for  the 
introduction of a reliable and  effective system of monitoring; whereas, to that end,  the 
granting of refunds should be made subject to an export licence; whereas refunds should 
be granted up to the limits available, depending on the particular situation of  each product 
concerned; whereas exceptions to that rule can only be pennitted in the case of processed 
products not lilted in Annex n to the Treaty, to which value ceilings do not apply, and 
in  the  case  of food-aid  operations,  which  are  exempt  from  any  limitation;  whereas 
provision should be made for derogations from strict compliance with management rules 
where exports benefiting from refunds are not likely to exceed the quantity ceilings-laid 
down; whereas monitoring of the quantities exported with refunds during the marketing 
years  referred  to in the Agreement can be carried out on  the buis of export licences 
issued for each marketing year, 
Whereas, in addition to the system described above,  and to the extent necessary for its 
proper working, provision should be made for regulating or,  when the situation on the 
market so requires, prohibiting the use of inward and outward processing arrangements; 
Whereas the customs duty system makes it possible to dispense with all other protective 
measures  at the external frontiers  of the  Com~~nity; whereas,  however,  the price and customs duty mechanism may in exceptional circumstances prove defective; whereas in 
such cases, so as not to leave the Community market without defence against distu~bances 
which  may  arise therefrom,  when the import obstacles previously  existing  haye  been 
abolished,  the Community  should be enabled to take all  necessary  measures;  whereas 
such measures must comply with the obligations arising from the GATT Agreeme,nt; 
Whereas provision should be made for the possibility of taking measures in cases where 
the Community market is disturbed or could be disturbed in such a way as to endanger 
the attainment of the objectives in  Article 39 of the Treaty  as  a result of imports  or 
exports; 
Whereas there is a risk that the reduction in common prices from the entzy into force of 
this Regulation could entail  disturbances  on the internal _market;  whereas,  as a result, 
provision should be made for the possibility for the Commission to take all  necessary 
measures to prevent such disturbances; 
Whereas it is necessary that, as the common market iri rice develops, the Member States 
and the Commission should keep each other supplied with the information necessary for 
applying this Regulation; whereas this exchange of information is especially necessary 
in the case of international commitments; 
Whereas the completion of a single market based on a common price system would be 
jeopardized by  the granting of certain  aids;  whereas,  therefore,  the -provisions  of the 
Treaty which allow the assessment of  aids granted by Member States and the prohibition 
of those which are incompatible with the common market should be made to apply to 
rice; Whereas,  in  order  to  facilitate  implementation  of the  aforementioned  provisions,  a 
procedure should be provided for establishing close cooperation between Member. States 
and the Commission within the Management Committee for  Cereals; 
Whereas the common organization of the market in rice must take appropriate account, 
at the same time, of the objectives set out in Articles 39 and 110 of the Treaty; 
Whereas the common organization of the market in rice laid down in Regulation (EEC) 
No  1418176
2 has been amended several times; whereas, by reason of their number, their 
complexity and their dispersal among several Official Journals, these texts are difficult 
to  use and thus lack the clarity which should be an essential feature  of all  legislation; 
whereas, under these circumstances, they should be consolidated in a new regulation and 
the aforementioned Regulation (EEC) No 1418176  should be repealed;  whereas a large 
number of Council Regulations derived from the basic Regulation which no longer have 
any legal basis should be repealed; 
Whereas the  compensatory payment scheme makes  monitoring necessary; whereas, in 
order to ensure effective control, provision should be made to introduce this aid scheme 
into  the  integrated administration and control  system laid  down  in  Regulation (EEC) 
No 3508/92
3
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OJ No L 355, 5.12.1992, p.  1. HAS ADOPTED TillS REGULATION: 
Article  1 
1.  The common organization of  the market in rice shall comprise a price and trading 
system and shall cover the following products: 
CN code  Description 
a)  1006 10 21  Rice in the husk (paddy or rough) 
1006 10 23 
10()6  10 25 
1006 10 27 
1006 10 92 
1006 10 94 
' 
1006 10 96 
1006 10 98 
1006 20  .  Husked (brown) rice 
1006 30  Semi-milled or wholly milled rice, 
whether or not polished or glazed 
b) 1006 40 00  Broken rice 
c) 1102 30 00  Rice flour  . 
1103  14 00  Groats and meal of rice 
1103 29 so  Pellets of rice 
1104 19 91  Flaked rice 
1108 19  10  Rice starch 
.. 
\ -
2.  For the purposes of  this Regulation, the tenns "paddy rice", "husked rice", "semi-
milled rice", "wholly milled rice", "round grain rice", "medium grain rice", "long 
grain rice" and "broken rice" are defined in Annex A. 
TITLE I 
Prices 
Article 2 
The marketing year for all the products listed in Article 1 shall begin on 1 September and 
end on 31  August of the following year. 
Article 3 
1.  The intervention price for paddy rice shall be: 
ECU 351.00/tfor the 1996/97 marketing year; 
ECU 333.45/t for the 1997/98 marketing year; 
ECU 315.90/t for the 1998/99 marketing year; 
ECU 298.35/t for the 1999/2000 and subsequent marketing years; 
The inteiVention price shall be fixed for a standard quality defined by the Council acting 
by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission. 
2.  The intervention  price  shall  be subject to monthly  increases  over part of the 
marketing  year.  The number  and  amounts of the monthly  increases  shall  be 
determined in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 43(2) of the 
Treaty. 
3.  The intervention price shall relate to the wholesale stage, delivered at warehouse, 
before unloading. It shall apply to all intervention centres designated pursuant to 
Article 9. Article 4 
1.  In the period 1 January to 30 April, paddy rice may be subject to a pr~~onary 
intervention system for a period of four months. 
During that period: 
(a) the producer: 
shall store the product; 
shall be eligible, under conditions to be laid down, for an advance of 60% 
on the intervention price applicable to the standard quality; 
(b)  paddy  rice  placed  under  the  precautionary  intervention  system  may,  in 
accordance with detailed rules to be laid down,  be sold: 
either by  th~ producer; 
or by  the intervention agency  for  export or for  supplying the  internal 
market. 
Sale by the producer shall be subject to agreement by the intervention agency and prior 
reimbursement of any advance obtained. 
The producer shall  be notified without delay when the rice is offered for sale by the 
intervention  agency.  Sale by  that agency  shall  entail  payment of the balance of the 
intervention price applicable at the time the product leaves the producers warehouse, 
adjusted  on the buis of the  quality  established  at that  time  in  accordance  with the 
provisions laid down pursuant to Article 9. 
ArticleS 
1.  During the period from 1 May to 31  August the intervention agencies shall buy 
in the quantities of  paddy rice which are offered to them provided the product was 
· covered by the arrangements provided for in Article 4 and the offers comply with 
conditions, in particular in respect of quantity and quality, to be determined. '-
2.  If·the quality of  the ~y  rice offered is different from the standard quality for 
which  the  mt.vention price hu boen  fixed,  the  in.-vention  price.  shall  be 
adjUited  by  ap,Plyina  price  increues  or  reductions.  In  order  to  ensure  that 
production is orientated towards certain varieties, price increases and reductions 
to be applied to the intervention price may be fixed. 
3.  Uncler ~ti.ODI  to .be determined, intervention aamciea lhall offer for sale. for 
eacport to tbird countries or for supply to the internal market, paddy rice bought 
in punuant to paraaraph 1. 
Article 6 
Special measures may be taken tO: 
prevellt ....  ICile  appliCaticm  of Articles 4  and  S in  certain  regions  of the 
CommUDity;.· 
make up for paddy rice lhortapa u  a result of natural. cliauten. 
Article 7 
1.·  ~munity  rice producen may Claim compematory payment under the conditions 
laid down in this Article· ancl in accordance with detailed rules to be determined. 
2. .  The compenatory payment lhall be fixed per hectare of  land under rice IOWll and 
shall be-reponaJized. 
3.  The amounts of  the compensatory payment shall-be determined on the buis of  the 
avenp aarODOiilic yielcfl RICCXdecl in the Member States for the 1992, 1993 and 
1994 harvestl. However, in the cues of_ Spain and Portupl, these. amounts shall 
be determined on the buiaQfthe pmocls 1990-92 ancll989-91 respectively. The 
amountl ia queslion shall be u  follOwl: Ecus/ha  1997/98  1998/99  1999/ 
2000 
Spain  111.44  222.89  334.33 
France  92.84  185.68  278.52 
. 
French Guiana  130.05  260.1  390.14 
Greece  131.27  262.55  393.82 
Italy  102.14  204.28  306.42 
Portugal  83.19  166.37  249.56 
In  order  to  pursue  a  better  orientation  of production,  the  amounts  of the 
compenaatoey payment may be varied by applying price increases or reductions 
depending on the variety. 
4.  A Community maximum guaranteed area (CMGA) is hereby established,·divided 
up between Member States (national maximum guaranteed area,  NMGA).  The 
maximum  areas  shall  be established  on the  basis  of the average  number  of 
hectares given over to rice cultivation in  ·1992, 1993 and 1994.  However, in the 
cases of Spain and Portugal,  the areas to be taken  into consideration shall  be 
established on the basis of the periods  1990-92 and  1989-91  respectively.  The 
areas in question shall be u  follows: 
European Community:  396 607 ha 
Spain  89 711 ha 
France:  23  500 ha 
French Guiana  3 747 ha 
Greece:  18 731 ha 
Italy:  228 034 ha  .. 
Portugal:  32 884 ha. Where  the  areas  given  over  to  rice  in  a  given  year  exceed  the  maximum 
guaranteed Community area, the following shall be applied for that year:  . 
to all producers, a redqction of the amount of the compensatory payment 
equal to six times the overrun for the first five percentage points; 
in the event of an overrun of more than 5%, an additional reduction will 
be applied to producers in those Member States which have exceeded their 
NMGA by more than five percentage points. This reduction will be equal 
to  six times  the  overrun  in  excess  of Ute  fint five  percentage  points. 
However, this .rate may be corrected to take account of the possibility that 
in one or more Member  ~tates the NMGA plus 5% is not fully used up. 
In such cases, the additional reduction provided for in this Article ~ay  be 
adjusted  to  take  account  proportionally  of the  NMGA of the  Member 
Statt=s  subject to the supplementary  reduction.  However,  this correcti.on 
must ensure that the average, weighted reduction across the Community 
as a whole is equal to the percentage overrun of the NMGA. 
The 'Commission shall determine the scale and illocation of the reductions tO be 
applied  in  accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down  in  Article  23  of this 
Regulation. 
For each production region Member States shall  provide the Commission with 
detailed information, broken down by variety, on areas, yields and production, and 
stocks at producen and processors. Such information must be based on a system 
providing  for  compulsory  declarations  by  producers  and  processors  set  up, 
administered and monitored by the Member State. 
Article 8 
1.  Under conditions to be determined, a production refund may be granted for starch 
and  certain derived  products,  obtained  from  rice  and  broken  rice,  used  in the 
manufacture of certain products. 2.  The refund referred to in paragraph 1 shall be fixed periodically. 
Article 9 
Detailed rules for the application of this Title shall  be· adopted in accordance with the  .  . 
procedure laid down in Article 23, in particular: 
'-
(a)  the  list of intervention  centres  provided  for  in  Article 3(2).  This  list shall  be  ;, 
adopted after consultation with the Member States concerned and shall include in 
particular intervention centres in surplus areas which have sufficient premises and 
technical  equipment  and  are  in  a  favourable  situation  as  regards  means  of 
transport; 
(b)  detailed  rules for the application of Articles 4 and  5.  These shall  comprise in 
particular: 
the minimum quality and quantity required for intervention, 
the price increases and reductions applicable to intervention, 
the procedures and conditions for taking over by the intervention agencies 
and any other rules relating to·intervention, 
the procedures and conditions for disposal by the intervention agencies,  .  .  ~ 
1  where  applicable,  the  lodging  of a  security  to  cover  payment of the 
advances provided for in Article 4(l)(a). 
(c)  the type and application of the measures provided for in Article  6~ 
(d) detailed rules for the application of Article 7 and the price increases and reductions 
applicable· to the compensatory  payment~ 
(e)  detailed  rules  for  the  application  of Article 8  and  for  fixing  the  refunds  and 
establishing the list of products provided for in that Article. 1. 
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Tnde wltll tiUrd coaatria 
.  . 
in Article 1 lhall be IUbject to pre~  entation of IIi import or export licence. 
Liceaces abal( be iaued by the ~  :Stat8a to any applicut, irrespective ~ 
hit place, of eltllblilhmmt in.the Coaummity ·and withaut pniudice to meaaures 
taken for the. application of Articl• 14 lftd 15. 
Import ud eqxXt  licences  lhlll be  Vllid  tbrauahout  the  ComiiiUIIity.  Such 
I 
liccacea lhall be iaaled .subject to the lOcftlial of  a IICUrity paranteiing that the 
praducta  are  i~rted or exportecl  duriDa  the term of validity  of. the  licence;  .  .  . 
except in cuea ~f fqrco "''iiWI, the MCUI'ity .man· be forfeited in whole or hi 
part if  import or export ia·llbt curied aut, or it'only Cll'ried aut pll1ially. Within·  .  .  . . 
that period. 
2.  The term ~VIIidity of  licence~lllCI·other detailed rule. for the application of  tbia. 
Article lhlll  be adopted in accordlace with the procedure laid down in Article 23.  .  '·  .  ' 
""*4'  11 
1.  A aublicly may be fixed for -Couipmeatl to the Preach OYa'IOII department of 
llamion, ild8Mted for coNumpdOil there. of  products filliq  witbin CN code 1006 
.  ' 
(excludiq GOde 1006 10 10) wllich come Cram the Member Stltel ud are in oae 
.  ' 
of  the  lituatioat Nfirred to in Altide 9(2) 5 the Treaty. 
That lllblicly  lUll be fixed, taldq into ~  the IUpply requinimema of the 
Ramion market. an ~  buia Of the ctiff'lnBce between the quotad0111 or priou 
.  .  I 
of  the relevmt products 011 tbe world~  ad  the quotatiou or pricea of thale S.l. 
products on the Community market, and, if  necessary, the price of  those products 
delivered to Reunion. 
The subsidy shall be granted on application by the party concerned. The  subsidy 
may  be fixed,  where  appropriate,  by  a tendering  procedure.  Such  tendering 
procedure shall relate to the amount of the subsidy. 
The sublidy shall be fixed  periodically in  accordance with the procedure  laid 
down in Article 23. ~wever,  where the need arises, the Commiuion may, at  the 
request of a Member  State  or on  its  own  initiative!  alter the  subsidy  in  the 
interval. 
2.  The rules on the financing of the common agricultural policy shall apply to the 
subsidy provided for in paragraph 1. 
3.  Detailed rules .far the application of  this ~cle  shall be adopted  in accordance 
with the pioceclure laid down in Article 23. 
Anicle.12 
1.  Unleu this Replation. provides  oth~ae, the  rates of duty  in the  Common 
Customs Tariff shall. apply to the products listed in Article 1.  · 
2.  Notwithstanding paragraph 1  ~ the import duty on: 
(a)  huaked  rice  falling  within  CN  code  1006  20  shall  be  equal  to  the 
intervention price valid on importation, increuecl by: 
80 % in the case of husked rice falling within CN codes  1006 20 
17 and  1006 20 98, 
88 % in the. cue of  huaked rice falling within CN codes other than· 
1006 20 17 or 1006 20 98, 
minus the import price;  ~d (b)  wholly milled rice fallina within CN·code 1006 30 shall be equal to  the 
intervention  price  at the. time of importation,  plus  a percentage to  be 
calculated and minus the impOrt price. 
However, that duty  may .not exceed the rate of duty  in the Common Customs 
' 
Tariff. 
The percentage referred to in (b) ahall be calculated by adjusting the respective , 
percentage referred to in (a) by reference to the conversion rate, processing costs 
md the value of  by-products, and th$1 ~111  an amount for the protection of  the 
industry. 
3.  Notwithstandina .panaraph 1: 
(a)  no duty shall. be charged on imports of products falling within CN codes 
1006 10, 1006 20 or 1006 40 00 into the French. overseas department of 
Reunion, intended for. COiliUDlption there; 
(b)  the duty  to· be charged on importl of products fallina within CN code 
1006 30  into the French overseas. department of ll6union,. intended  for 
'  . 
conlumption there, 'shall bo multiplied by a coefficient of  0,30. 
4.  Detailed Nlea for the application of this Article shall be adopted in accordance · 
·  with the procedure laid.down in Article 23. Such detailed Nles shall in particular: 
* 
* 
fix  the  convenion . rates  for  rice  at various  states  of processing,  the 
proceuing costa and the value of  by-proclucta referred to in .  paragraph 2, 
fix the amount for the protection of  the industry and btclude  the necessary 
provisions for determining and calculating import prices and  checlcing 
their authenticity. Article 13 
1.  Without prejudice to  Article  12(2),  in order to prevent or counteract adverse 
effects on the. market in the Community which may result from imports of certain 
products listed in Article 1,  imports of one or more of such products at the rate 
of duty  laid down in Article 12 shall be subject to payment of an  additional 
import duty if  the conditions set out in ArticleS of  the Agreement on  Agriculture 
concluded in accordance with Article 228 of the 'Treaty in the framework of the 
Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations have been fulfilled unless the 
imports are unlikely to disturb the Community market, c;>r where the effects would 
be disproportionate to the intended objective. 
2.  The trigger prices below which an additional duty may be imposed shall be those 
forwarded by the Community to the World Trade Organization. 
The trigger volumes to be exceeded in order to have the additional import duty 
imposed  shall  be  determined  particularly  on  the  basis .of  imports  into  the 
Community in the three years preceding the year in which the adverse effeots 
referred to in  paragraph· i  arise or are likely to arise. 
3.  The import prices to be taken into consideration for imposing an additional import 
duty shall be determined on the basis of  the cif import prices of the consignment 
in question. The cif import prices to. be taken into consideration for this purpose 
shall  be determined  on the buis of representative  prices  for the  product  in 
question on the world market or on the Community import market for the product. 
4.  The Commission shall adopt detailed rules for the application of this Article in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 23. Such detailed rules  shall 
. concern in particular: 
(a)  the products to which additional import duties may be applied under the 
terms  of Article  S of the  Agreement  on  Agriculture  and  the  special 
provisions to be applied to the p~~ucts referred to in Article 12(2) with particular regard to the provisions for detennining the import prices to be 
taken into consideration for the purpose of applying an additional import 
duty; 
(b)  the  representative  prices  and  the  other  criteria  necessary  to  ensure 
application  of paragraph  1 in  accordance  with  Article  S  of the  said 
Agreement. 
Article 14 
1.  To.the extent necessary to .enable the products listed in Article 1 to be exported 
without further processing or in the .form of  gOods listed in Annex B on the basis 
of quotations or  pri~  for those products on the world  market and within the 
limits  resulting from agreements concluded in accordance with Article 228 of  the 
Treaty,  the  difference  between  those  quotations  or  prices  and  prices  in  the 
.  -
Community may be covered by an export refund. 
Export refunds on the-products listed in Article  1.in the form of·goods listed in 
Annex B  may  not be higher than those applicable  to such  products  exported 
without further proceuing. 
2.  The  method  to be  adopted  fo~ the  allocation  of the  quantities which  may  be 
exported with a refund shall be the method which: 
(a)  is most suited to the nature of  the product and the situation on the market 
in  question,  allowing  the  most  efficient  possible  use  of the  resources 
available,  taking  into  account  the  effectiveness  and  structure  of 
Community  mcports without,  however,  creating discrimination between 
large and small operators; 
(b)  is the least cumbersome  administrativ~y for operators, taking account of 
administration requirements;  . 
(c)  prevents any discrimination between the operaton concerned. 3.  Refunds shall be the same for the whole Community. They may vary according 
to destination, where the world market situation or the specific requirements of 
certain markets make this necessary. 
Refunds shall be fixed in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article  23. 
'-
Refunds may be fixed: 
(a)  at regular intervals; 
(b)  by  invitation to tender for products for which  that procedure  was  laid 
down in the past. 
Refunds  fixed  at regular  intervals  may,  where  necessary,  be  adjusted  in  the 
intervening period by the Commission at the request of a Member State or  on 
its own initiative. 
Refunds fixed at regular intervals for the products referred to in Article 1 (1) (a) 
and (b) shall be fixed at least once a month. 
4.  The following shall be taken into account when refunds are being fixed: 
(a)  .the existing situation and future trends with regard to: 
prices and availability of rice and broken rice on the Community 
market; 
prices of rice and broken rice on the world market; 
(b)  the aims of the common organization of the market in rice, which are to 
ensure equilibrium and the natUral development of prices and trade on this 
market; 
(c)  limits resulting from agreements concluded in accordance with Article 228 
of the Treaty; 
(d)  the need to avoid disturbances on the Community market; 
(e)  the economic upects of the proposed exports. When the amount of the refund is set, account shall be taken in particular of the 
need  to establish  a balance between  the use  of buic .  Community  agricultural 
pfe?ducts for export u  proceaaed  goods· to third countries,  and the use of buic 
agiicultural  products from these countries admitted for inward processing. 
S.  Refunds  for  products  listed  in  Article  1 (1)  (a)  and  (b). shall  be  fixed  in 
accordance with the following specific criteria: 
(a)  prices for those products obtaining on the various representative export 
markets of the Community; 
(b)  the  most  favourable .quotations  recorded  on  the  various  markets  of 
importing third countries; and 
(c)  marketing  costs  and  the  most  favourable  transport  charges  from  the 
Community markets referred to in (a) tO ports or other points of  export in 
the Community serving these markets, u  well u  costs incurred in placing 
the goods on the world market. 
6.  Where refunds are fixed by a tendering procedure, .such tendering.procedure shall 
relate to the amaunt of the refund. 
·7.  Refunds on products listed in Article 1 and ·exported without further processing 
shall  only be granted on application and on preaentation of the relevant export 
licence. 
.  . 
8.  The refund applicable to exports of  .products listed in Artide·1 exported without 
further proceuing shall be that applicable on the day of  application for the licence 
ll'ld, in the cue of a differentiated refund, that f.PPlicab1e on the Iaine day for: 
(a)  the destination indicated on ~e  licence; or 
(b)  the  actual  destination if it differs from  the destination indicated on the 
licence.  In that ~  the amoun~ applicable may not exceed the amount 
applicable for the deltinati.on indicated. on the licence. Appropriate measures may be taken to prevent abuse of the flexibility provided 
for in this paragraph. 
9.  Paragraphs 7 and 8 may be applied to products listed in Article  I and exported 
in the  form of goods  listed in Annex B in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 16 of Regulation (EC) No 3448/93
4
• 
10.  Paragraphs 7 and 8 may be waived in the case of products listed in Article 1 on 
which  refunds  are  paid  under  food-aid  operations,  in  accordance  with  the 
procedure laid down in Article 23. 
11.  Save as otherwise provided in accordance with the procedure .laid down in Article 
23,  the  refund  on products  listed  in  Article  1 (1)  (a)  and  (b)  applicable  in 
accordance with paragraph 4 shall be adjusted in line with the amount of monthly 
increases  applicable to the intervention price and, where appropriate, variations 
in that price,  depending on the  degree of processing and using  the  applicable 
conversion rate. 
12.· 
4 
A corrective amount may be flXed in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article  23.  However,  the  Commission may,  where  necessary,  alter  corrective 
amounts. 
The  first  and  second subparagraphs may be  applied,  in  whole  or in part,  to 
products listed in Article 1 ( 1) (c) and to products listed. in Article 1 and exported 
in the  form of goods listed in Annex B.  In that case, the adjustment referred to 
in the  first subparagraph shall be corrected by applying a coefficient expressing 
the ratio between the quantity of basic product and the  quantity of the  latter 
contained in the processed product exported or used in the goods exported. 
The ret\md oa the products referred to in Article 1 (a) and (b) shall be paid upon 
proof that: 
OJ No L 318, 20.12.1993, p.  18. the products, in tile cue of  pa&tdy rice and husked rice, are of  Community 
origin, except where paragraph 14 applies, 
the products have bem exported from the Community, and 
in the cue of a  differe~~tiated ret\md,  the  products  have  reached  the 
deltinatioo indicated  Oil the licence or another destination for which  a 
refuDd wu  fixed, without prejudice to paraaraph 8 (b). Exceptions may be 
made to this  rul~ in ICCQI'dance with the procedure laid down in  Article 
23, provided conditions are laid down which offer  equivalent guarantees. 
Additional proviaiOftl may be  adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down 
in Article 23. 
13.  No export refund  shall  be  granted  on paddy  rice 'and  husked  rice which·  ts 
.imported  from  third  countries  and r~  to  third  countries,  unless  the 
exporter proves: 
that the product to be exported and the product previously  imported are 
one md the aame, and 
~  all the import duties were collected on importation. 
In such cuea the refUnd on each product lball be equal to the duties collected on 
importltion where the latter are lower than the refaad applicable; where the duties 
collected on importation are higher than that refund, the latter shall apply. 
14.  Compliance with the limits on volumes ariliDg from agreements ccmcluded  in 
accorclaDca with Article 221 of the Tteaty all  be ensured on the basis of  the 
export  licence~ iauecl  for  the- reere~~ee periadl  provided  for  therein  and 
applicable to  the products  concerned.  With regard  to  complian~ with  the 
obliptians aritins under the agreement conduded u  part of  the Uruguay Round, 
the encting of a ·  ·  reference period shill not affect the validity of export licences. 15.  Detailed rules for the application of  this Article, including provisions concerning 
the reallocation' of quantities exported not allocated or not used, in particular as 
regards  the  adjustm~t referred  to  in  paragraph  11,  shall  be  adopted  in 
accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down  in  Article  23.  Annex  B  shall  be 
amended in accordance with the same procedure. However, detailed rules for  the 
application of  paragraph 7 to products referred to in Article 1 and exported in  the 
fonn of goods  ret'erred to in the Annex shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 16 of Regulation (EC) No 3448/93. 
Article IS 
1.  To the extent necessary for the proper working of  the common organization of  the 
market  in  rice,  the  Council,  acting  on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission  in 
~dance  with the procedure laid down iri Article 43 (2) of  the Treaty, may in 
. special cases prohibit in whole or in part the use of  inward or outward processing 
arrangements in respect of products listed in Article 1. 
2.  By way of  derogation from paragraph 1, if  the situation referred to in paragraph 1 
arises with exceptional  urgency  and the Community  market is disturbed  or is 
liable to be disturbed  by the inward or outward processing  arrangements,  the 
Commission  shall,  at the request of a Member State or on its own initiative, 
decide upon the necessary measures; the Council and the Member States shall be 
notified of  such measures, which shall be valid for no more than six months·and 
shall be immediately  applicable. If  the Commission receives a request from  a 
Member State, it shall take a decision thereon within a week following receipt of 
the request 
3.  The Commission decision may be referred to the Council by any Member State 
within a week of the day on which it was  notified.  The  Council,  acting by a 
qualified majority, may confirm, amend or repeal the Commission decision. If  the 
Council  has  not  acted within three months,  the Commission decision shall be 
deemed to have been repealed. Article 16 
l.  The general rules for the interpretation of the combined nomencl~  ~d  the 
special rules for its application shall apply to the tariff classification of products 
- '  . 
covered by this Regulation; the tariff nomenclature resulting from the application 
of this  Regulation,  including  the  definitions  listed  in  Annex  A,  shall  be 
incorporated in the Common Customs Tariff. 
2.  Save  as  otherwise  provided  for  in this  Regulation  or  in  provisions  adopted 
pursuant thereto, the following shall be prohibited: 
the levying of any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty, 
the  application  of any  quantitative  restriction  on imports  or  measure 
having equivalent effect. 
Article 17 
1.  Where the  quotations or prices  on the world market for one or more of the 
· products listed in Article 1 (a) and (b) reach the level of Community prices and 
where that situation is likely to continue and to Cleteriorate, thereby disturbing or 
threatening to disturb the Community market, appropriate measures may be taken. 
2.  Quotations or prices on the world market shall be regarded u  having reached the 
level of Community prices when th~y approach or exceed the intervention price,· 
increased by: 
80% in the case of the husked rice falling within CN codes 1006 20 17 
and 1006 20 98,  and 
88  % in the case of the husked rice falling within CN codes other than 
1006 20 17 or 1006 20 98. 
3.  The situation referred to in paragraph 1 shall be regarded u  likely to persist or 
deteriorate where there is an imbalance. between supply and demand and where 
that imbalance is likely to continue in view of  foreseeable production and market 
price trends. 4.  The Community market shall be regarded as being disturbed or threatened with 
disturbUlce, as a result of the situation referred to in the preceding paragraphs, 
where international trade prices are so high as to impede importation of products 
listed  in Article  1 into the Community or to provoke their export from  the 
Community, thereby jeopardizing market stability or security of supplies. 
S.  Where the conditions specified in this Article are met,  the following  measures 
may be taken: 
application of  Ul  export levy; in addition, a special export levy may  be 
determined by a tendering procedure in respect of a fixed quantity, 
fixing of a time limit for the issue of export licences, 
total or partial suspension of the issue of export licences, 
total or partial rejection of outstanding applications for the issue of  export 
licences. 
T~ese measures shall be repealed at the latest when it is found that, for a period 
of three consecutive weeks,  the condition stated  in paragraph  2 is no  longer 
fulfilled. 
6.  T]:le following shall be taken into account when Ul export levy is being fixed for 
products listed in Article 1 (1) (a) and (b): 
(a)  the existing situation and the future trend with regard to: 
, prices Uld availability of rice on the Community market, 
prices for rice and processed products in ,the rice sector on  the 
world market; 
(b)  the aims of the common organization of the market in the rice sector, 
which are to ensure equilibrium for both supply and trade; 
(c)  the need to avoid disturbances on the Community market; 
(d)  the economic ~pect of the exports. 7.  When the export levy on the products listed in Artide 1 (1) (c) is being fixed, the 
factors listed in paragraph 6 shall apply. In addition, the following specific factors 
shall be taken into account: 
(a)  prices obtaining for broken rice on the various Community markets; 
(b)  the quantity of broken rice necessary to manufacture the products under 
consideration and, where appropriate, the value of the by:products;  . 
(c)  sale opportunities and conditions for the products in question on the world 
market. 
8.  Where the situation on the world market and the specific requirements of certain 
markets so require, the export levy may be differentiated. 
9.  The export levy to be charged shall be the one applicable on the day of export. 
However, the levy applicable on the day  of lodgement of the application for a 
licence shall be applied, if  the applicant so requests at the time of requesting the 
licence, to an export to be canied out during the period of  validity of  the licence. 
10.  No levy  may  be applied  to exports  carried  out under food-aid  arrangements 
pursuant' to Article 14(10). 
11.  Detailed rules for the application of this Artide shall be adopted in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 23. 
In accordance with the same procedure and for each of  the products: 
a decision shall be taken to establish the meuurea liited in paragraph S 
and put an end to the measures listed in the 1eco11d and third indents of 
that paragraph, 
the export levy shall be fixed periodically. 
Where necessary, the Commission may establish or modify the export levy. 12.  In urgent cases,  ~e  Commission may take the measures referred to in the third 
and fourth indents of  paragraph 5. It shall notify its decision to the Member ~tates 
and shall publish it on the notice boards at its headquarters. The measures shall, 
by virtue of such a decision, be applied to the relevant products from  the date 
speCified to that end, which shall be subsequent to the date of notification. The 
decision on the measures referred to in the third indent of paragraph 5  shall be 
applicable for a period not exceeding seven days. 
Article 18 
1.  If, by reason of imports or exports, the Community market in one or more of the 
products  listed  in  Article  1,  is  affected  by,  or  is  threatened  with,  serious 
disturbance  likely  to jeopardize  the  achievement of the objectives  set  out in· 
Article 39 of the Treaty, appropriate measures may be applied in trade with third 
countries until such disturbance or threat of disturbance has ceased. 
The Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission in accordance with the 
prQCedure laid down in Article 43  (2) of the Treaty, shall adopt the general rules 
for the application of this paragraph and shall define in what cases and within 
what limits  Member States may take protective measures. 
2.  If  the situation referred  to in  paragraph  1 arises,  the Commission shall,  at the 
request of a Member State or on its own initiative,  decide upon the necessary 
measures. The Member States shall be notified of such measures which shall be 
immediately applicable.  If the Commission receives a request from  a Member 
State, it shall take a decision thereon within three working days following receipt 
of the request. 
3.  Measures decided upon by the Commission may be referred to the Council by any 
Member States within three working days of  the day on which they were notified. 
The Council shall  meet without delay. It may,  acting by a qualified majority, 
amend or  annul the measure in question. 4.  This  Article  shall  be applied  having  regard  to  the  obligations  arising  from 
agreements concluded in accordance with Article 228 (2) of the Treaty. 
TITLE ill 
General and final provisions 
Article 19 
Goods listed in Article 1 which are manufactured or obtained from products not referred 
to in Articles 9(2) or 10(1) of the Treaty shall not be admitted for free circulation within 
the Community. 
Article 20 
Save as otherwise provided in this Regulation, Articles 92, 93  and 94 of  the Treaty shall 
apply to th~ production and marketing of the products listed in Article 1.  · 
Article 21 
Article 40(  4) of the Treaty and the provisions adopted to implement that Article shall 
apply  as regards the European Agricultural Guarantee and Guidance Fund, Guarantee 
Section, to the French overseas departments in respect of  the products listed in Article 1. 
Article 22 
The Member States and the Commission shall communicate to each other the information 
necessary for implementing this Regulation. The arrangements for communicating and 
disseminating this information shall be adopted in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 23. 
Article 23 Where the procedure laid down in this Article is to be follow~  the chairman shall refer 
the matter to the Management Committee for Cereals established by Article 23 of  C~uncil 
Regulation  (EEC) No  1766/92 of 30 June  1992  on  the common organization of the 
market in cereals, hereinafter called the committee, either on his own initiative or at the 
request of the representative of a Member State. 
All  the  provisions  of Article  23  of the  abovementioned  Regulation  regarding  the 
committee shall  apply. 
Article 24 
The committee may consider any other question referred to it by its chairman either on 
his own initiative or at the request of the representative of a Member State. 
Article 25 
This Regulation shall be applied in such a way as to take appropriate and  simultaneous 
account of the objectives laid down in Articles 39 and ·110 of  the Treaty: 
Artjcle 26 
l.  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1418/76  of 21  June  1976  on  the  common 
organization  of  the  market  in  rice,  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EC) 
No  1530/95
5
,  is hereby repealed from the  1996/97 marketing year. 
2.  References made to the repealed Regulation shall be construed as being made to 
this Regulation and should be read in accordance with the correlation table in 
Annex C. 
3.  The following Regulations are hereby repealed from the 1996/97 marketing year: 
6 
7 
Regulation (EEC) No  1422/76
6 
Regulation (EEC) No  1424/76
7 
OJ No L 148,  30.6.1995, p.  5. 
OJ No  L  166, 25.6.1976, p.  18. 
OJ No  L 166,  25.6.1976, p.  20. Regulation (EEC) No 1425176
8 
Regulation (EEC) No  1426176
9 
Regulation (EEC) No 3878/87'
0 
4.  To facilitate the changeover from the present common organization of  the market 
in rice to thai provided for by this Regulation or to facilitate the changeover from 
the 1996/97 marketing year to the 1997/98 marketing year, the Commission may 
take whatever transitional measures are deemed necessary, in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 23. 
5.  The following indent is hereby added to Article 1{l)(a) of  Regulation (EEC) No 
3508/92: 
" - the aid scheme for rice producers, established by Article  of  Regulation (EC) 
No ......  " 
Article 27 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the seventh day following its publication in the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from the  1996/97  marketing year, except for Article 26(4),  which shall 
apply from 1 September 1995. 
This Regulation shall  be binding in its entirety and directly  applicable in all  Member 
States. 
Done at 
8  OJ No L 166, 25.6.1976, p.  26. 
9  OJ No L 166, 25.6.1976, p.  28. 
10  OJ No L 363, 24.12.1982, p. 3. 
For the Council 
The President 1.  (a) 
AnnexA 
Definitions 
Paddy rice:  rice which has retained its husk after threshing. 
(b)  Husked  rice:  paddy  rice from  which  only  the husk has  been removed. 
Examples  of  rice  falling  within  this  definition  are  those  with  the 
commercial descriptions "brown rice", ·"cargo rice", "loonzain" and "riso 
sbramato". 
(c)  Semi-milled rice:  paddy rice from which the husk, part of the germ and 
the whole or part of the outer layers of the pericarp  but not the inner 
layers have been removed. 
(d)  Wholly milled rice:  paddy rice from  which  the husk,  the whole of the 
outer and inner layers of the peri carp, the whole of the. germ in the case 
of long grain or medium grain rice and at least part thereof in the case of 
round  grain  rice  have  been .  removed,  but in  which  longitudinal  white 
striations may ·remain on not more than 1  OOAt  of the grains. 
2.  (a)  Round grain rice: rice, the grains of which are of a length not exceeding 
5.2 mm and of a length/width ratio of less than 2. 
(b)  Medium grain rice:  rice, the grains of which are of a length exceeding 
5.2 mm but not exceeding 6.0 mm and of a length/width ratio no greater 
than 3. 
(c)  Long grain rice: 
{A)  rice, the grains of which are of a length exceeding 6.0 mm and of  . 
which the length/width ratio is greater than 2 but less than 3; (B)  rice, the grains of which are of a length exceeding 6.0 mm and of 
which the length/width ratio is equal to or greater than 3. 
(d)  Measurements  of the  grains:  grain measurements are taken  on wholly 
milled rice by the following method: 
(i)  take a representative sample from the consignment; 
(ii)  sieve the sample so as to retain only whole grains; 
(iii)  carry out two measurements consisting of 100 grains each 
and find the average; 
(iv)  express  the  result  in  millimetres,  rounded  otT  to  one 
.  decimal place. 
3.  Broken rice: grain fragments the length of which does not excee4 three quarters 
of the average length of the whole grain. CN code 
ex:  0403 
1704 
ex  1704 90 
1704 90 S1 
to 
1704 90 99 
ex:  1806 
ex  1901 
1902 
ANNEXB 
Description 
Buttennilk,  airdled milk and  cream,  yoghurt,  kephir  and 
other fermented or· acidified milk and cream, whether or not 
concentrated or containing added sugar or other sweetening 
matter or flavoured or containing added fruit 
Sugar  confectlonary  (including  white  chocolate),  not 
containing cocoa: 
-Other: 
--Other: 
Chocolate  and  other  food  preparations  containing  Coco. 
excluding subheadings  1806  10,  1806 20 70,  1806 90 60, 
1806 90 70 and 1806 90 90 
Malt  extract;  food  preparations  of flour,  meal,  starch  or 
malt  extract,  not  containing  cocoa  powder  or containing 
cocoa .powder in a proportion by weight of leas than  ~0%, 
·not elsewhere specified or included;  f~  preparations of 
goOds of  heading Nos 0401  to 0404, not containing cocoa 
powder 
Puta, whether or not cooked or ltuffed (with meat or other 
substances)  or  ~erwise prepared,  lUCk  u  apaghetti, ex  1902 20 
1902·20 91 
1902 20 99 
1902 30 
ex  1902 40 
1902 40 90 
ex  1904 
1905 90 20 
ex  2004 
2004 10 
2004 10 91 
ex  2005 
2005 20 
2005 20 10 
1-\ 
macaroni,  noodles,  lasagne,  gnocchi,  ravioli,  cannelloni; 
couscous, whether or not prepared: 
- Stuffed pasta, whether cooked or otherwise prepared: 
--Other: 
---Cooked 
-:--Other  . 
- Other pasta 
-Couscous 
--Other 
Prepared  foods  obtained  by  the  swelling  or roasting  of 
cereals  or  cereal  products  (for  example,  com  flakes); 
cereals, other than maize (com), in grain form, pre-cooked 
or otherwise prepared, not containing cocoa 
Communion wafers,  emptY  cachets of a kind suitable· for 
pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers,  rice paper arid  similar 
products 
Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by 
vinegar or acetic acid, frozen: 
-Potatoes: 
--Other: 
In the form of flour,  meal or flakes 
' 
Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by 
vinegar or acetic acid, not frozen: 
-Potatoes: 
In the form of  flo~, meal or flakes 2008 
2008  11 
2008  11  10 
ex 2008 92 
ex  2008 99 48 
ex 2008 99 69 
ex  2008 99 99 
2101 
ex  2101  10 
Fruit,  nuts  and  other  edible  parts  of plant,  otherwise 
prepared  or preseiVed,  whether  or not  contai~ng.  added 
sugar or other sweetening matter or spirit,  not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
- Nuts, ground-nuts and other seeds, whether or not mixed 
together 
- - Ground-nuts 
- - - Peanut butter 
"MOsli"  type breakfast cereals containing unroasted cereal 
flakes 
"MOsli"  type breakfast cereals containing unroasted cereal 
flakes 
"MOsli"  type breakfast cereals containing unroasted cereal 
flakes· 
"MOsl1" _type breakfast cereals containing unroasted cereal 
flakes 
Extracts, essences and concentrates of coffee,  tea or mate 
and preparations. with a basis of these products or with  a 
basis  of tea  or mate;  roasted  chicory  and  other  roasted 
coffee substitutes and  extractS,  essences and concentrates 
thereof: 
Extracts,  essences and concentrates, of coffee, and 
preparations with a basis of  these extracts, essences 
or concentrates, or with a basis of coffee: 
- Preparations with a basis of coffee ex  2101 20 
ex  2105 00 
ex  2106 
ex  3SOS 
3809 
eat  3109 10 
BxtriCtl, eumces and concentrates, of  tea or mate, 
and  preparati0111  with  a  basis  of thele. ~ 
..  encea or concentrate~, or with a buia of tea or 
mat6: 
- Preparations with a buia of  tea or mat6 
Ice cream and other edible ice, not containing cocoa 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included 
· n.trina  and  other  modified  starches  (for  example, 
preplatinized .  or  esterified  starchea);  ·glues  bued  on  .  . 
starches,  or  on  dextrin•  or  other  modified  atarchea 
excludina ltlrCh eaten and eth~  falliq within subheading 
3SOS  10 SO 
Fi~abing apDts. dye carrien to accelerate the dyeing or 
fixing of  dyestuff• lllCl other producta and preparations (for 
example, dreainp and  mordants},  of a kind uaed  in the 
temle,  paper,  leather · or  like  indultria,  not  elsewhere 
specified or included: 
- \Vrth a buls of amylaceous aubltlncel ·Annex C 
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Annex C  Annex C FINANCIAL STATEMENT  . 
I  BUDGET HEADING:  1000 (revenue)  APPROPRIATIONS: 
B-1-185 (expenditure)  ECU 946,2 million 
B-1-331 {expenditure)  ECU  S1  million 
ECU  16  million 
2.  TITI..E: 
Draft Council Regulation on the common organization of the market in rice 
3.  LEGAL BASIS: 
Articles 42 and 43 of the Treaty 
4.  AIMS OF PROJECT: 
To reform the common organization of the mark.et in  rice 
5.  FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  PERIOD OF 12  CURRENT FINANCIAL  FOLLOWING 
MONTIIS  YEAR  FINANCIAL YEAR 
(95)  (96) 
5.0.  EXPENDI1URE  0  0 
- CHARGED TO THE EC BUDGET 
(REFUNDSIINTERVEN'nON) 
-NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
-OTI!ER 
5.1.  REVENUE  - 0  p.m. 
- OWN RESOURCES OF TI!E EC 
(LEVIES/CUSTOMS  DUTIES) 
·NATIONAL 
1997  1998  1999  2000 
5.0.1.  .  ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE  .69,0  102,7  13.5,.5  169,8 
5.1.!.  ESTIMATED REVENUE 
I 
D4,5  143,9  133,4  122,8 
5.2.  METHOD OF CALCULATION: 
See Annex to  Financial St.atcmcnl 
6.0.  CAN THE PROJECT BE  FINANCED FROM APPROPRIATIONS ENTERED IN THE RELEVANT CIIAPTER OF THE 
CURRENT BUDGET?  YESIWO 
6.1.  CAN THE PROJECT BE FINANCED BY TRANSFER BETWEEN  CHAPTERS OF TilE CURRENT BUDGET? 
YES/1>10 
6.2.  IS  A SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET NECESSARY?  ~0 
6.3.  WILL FUTURE BUDGET APPROPRIA·noNS BE NECESSARY?  YES/1>10 
OBSERVATIONS: ANNEX TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
EXPENDITURE 
1.  It is assumed that there will be no intervention in the rice sector during the period concerned. 
2  It is assumed that trade refunds will be applied to the maximum quantity allowed by  the GATT. If world 
prices are those assumed in our hypothesis (see Annex III), the budget ceiling authorized by the GATT will 
not be reached. 
Rice export commitments 
Marketing year  1996/97  1997/98  1998/99  1999/2000  2000/2001 
Budget year  1997  1998  1999  2000  2001 
Volume 
(1  OOOs  of 
tonnes)  170,8  164,4  158,0  151,6  145,1 
Expenditure 
(ECU million)  54,4  50,7  47,0  43,3  39,6 
Food aid will involve 65  000 tonnes 
3.  Per-hectare aid is calculated in  Annex II. It is assumed that maximum guaranteed areas will be fully  used 
in the first year. 
4.  The quality policy will  have not budgetary implications. 
5  The  supply  aid  for  the  French  OCT  is  assumed  to  remam  unchanged  m  relation  to  current  budget 
hypotheses. 
6.  Expenditure on assistance for starch derived from  rice is  maintained at its current negligible level. 
REVENUE 
Community  milled  rice  imports  are  estimated  at  420 000  tonnes,  or  around  610 000  tonnes  of husked  rice 
(coefficient of 0.69).  The table in  Annex  IV indicates the  amount of own  resources  derived  from  husked  rice 
imports and imports of broken rice. ANNEX I 
COST OF THE REFORM OF THE COM IN RICE 
EXPENDITURE 
(ECU million)  1997  1998  1999  2000  2001 
REFUNDS  66.0  58.5  50.2  43.3  42.0 
- trade  47.8  41.9  35.6  30.3  29.0 
- food aid  18.2  16.6  14.6  13.0  13.0 
PER-HECTARE 
AID  0.0  41.2  82.3  123.5  123.5 
INTER  VENTI  ON  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
- precautionary 
intervention 
- storage 
QUALITY  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
POLICY 
FRENCH OCT  3.0  3.0  3.0  3.0  3.0 
RICE 
STARCH  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m.  p.m. 
OTHERS  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
RICE TOTAL  69.0  102.7  135-5  169.8  168.5 ANNEX II 
COST OF THE REFORM OF THE COM IN RICE 
PER-HECTARE AID 
Italy  Portugal  Spain  Greece  Mainland  French  EU 
France  Guyana 
AREA  228 034  32 864  89 711  18  731  23  500  3 747  396 607 
(ha) 
AID 
(ECU/ha) 
1997/98  102.14  83.19  111.44  131.27  92.84  130.05  103.76 
1998/99  204.28  166.37  222.89  262.55  185.68  260.10  207.52 
1999/2000  306.42  249.56  334.33  393.82  278.52  390.14  311.28 
and 
following 
marketing 
years 
COST 
(ECU 
million) 
1998  23.3  2.7  10.0  2.5"  2.2.  0.5  41.2 
1999  46.6  5.5  20.0  4.9  4.4  1.0  82.3 
2000  69.9  8.2  30.0  7.4  6.5  1.5  123.5 
and 
following 
budget 
years ANNEX III 
CALCULATION OF  REFUND RATES (MILLED EQUIVALENT) 
1996/97  1997/98  1998/99  1999/2000  2000/2001 
Dollar ecu parity  0.82  0.82  0.82  0.82  0.82 
Switch coefficient  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000  1.000 
I,  Intervention price  351.0  333.5  315.9  298.4  298.4 
2.  Intervention buying-in price  351.0  333.5  315.9  298.4  298.4 
I 
3.  Unit monthly increase (MI)  2.29  2.29  2.29  2.29  2.29 
I  4.  Average internal market price (buying-in price+ 2.42 MI) x  338.7  322.1  305.4  288.7  288.7 
95% 
6.  Price in milled equivalent  531  505  479  • 453  453 
(processing coefficient:  1.57) 
7.  Bagging  6  6  6  6  6 
~ 
8.  Transport and fobbing  34  34  34  34  34 
9.  Export time  7  7  7  7  7 
10.  Community price  578  552  .  526  500  500 
.. 
I 
11.  World price in USD/t  365  365  365  365  365 
in ECU/t  299  299  299  299  299 
12.  Theoretical refund  279  253  227  201  201 
13.  Refund fixed  280  255  225  200  200 
I  14.  Ex-intervention refund (20% of buying-in price) x 1.6  167  146  126  106  106  1 
I ANNEX IV 
COST OF THE REFORM OF THE COM IN RICE 
OWN RESOURCES 
ECU million  1997  1998  1999 
QUANTITIES (1000 t) 
Husked rice  390  390  390 
OCT husked' rice  150  ISO  150 
ACP pref. husked rice  70  . 70  70 
Broken rice  90  90  90 
OCT broken rice  15  15  15 
ACP pref. broken rice  20  20  20 
TARIFFS (ECU/t) 
Husked rice  363.2  338.4  313.6 
OCT husked rice  0.0  0.0  0.0 
ACP pref. husked rice
1  178.0  165.6  153.2 
Broken rice  176.0  164.0  152.0 
OCT broken rice  0.0  0.0  0.0 
ACP pref.  broken rice
2  85.0  79.0  73.0 
REVENUE 
(ECU million)  141.6  132.0  122.3 
Husked rice  0.0  0.0  0.0 
OCT husked rice  12.5  11.6  10.7 
ACP pref.  husked rice  15.8  14.8  13.7 
Broken rice  0.0  0.0  0.0 
OCT broken rice  1.7  1.6  1.5 
ACP pref.  broken rice 
TOTAL REVENUE  171.6  159.9  148.2 
OWN RESOURCES
3  154.5  143.9  133.4 
.··. 
Tariff for husked rice  halved and reduced by  ECU 3.6  per tonne. 
l  Tariff for broken rice halved and reduced by ECU 3 per tonne 
3 
Corresponding to 90% of total revenue. 
2000  2001 
390  390 
150  150 
70  70 
90  90 
15  15 
20  20 
288.8  264.0 
0.0  0.0 
140.8  128.4 
140.0  128.0 
0.0  . 0.0 
67.0  61.0 
112.6  103.0 
0.0  0.0 
9.9  9.0 
12.6  11.5 
0.0  0.0 
1.3  1.2 
136.4  124.7 
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